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1 Introduction
Since the Danish colonization of Greenland in 1721, Danish politicians, academics, authors and
journalists have been writing, interpreting and imagining Greenland into a certain existence from
a Danish perspective. However, a fairly new way of doing so is through the lens of circumpolar
politics, which is a somewhat new discovery in the Danish public and more elitist spheres
(Jacobsen, 2019, p. 7). In May 2016 circumpolar politics was cemented in the public discourse
on Denmark-Greenland when the Danish diplomat, Peter Taksøe-Jensen, characterized Denmark
a

he 12 h bigge co n

in he Wo ld d e o G eenland

Jen en a g ed ha [ ]he bigge

h ea o o

in e e

i e (B e m, 2016). Tak e-

in he A c ic i no he R

ian , b

prospect of a weakened cohesion within the Danish Realm 1. (B e m, 2016). Wi h ha

he
o e, a

hitherto unseen focus on geopolitics was inserted into the Danish public discourse on especially
the Danish-Greenlandic relationship, but it was nonetheless a focus which was already present
outside the borders of the Unity of the Realm.
In the light of this, the former U.S. president Donald Trump proposed to purchase
Greenland from Denmark in August 2019 (Jørgensen, 2019). The prime minister of Denmark,
Mette Frederiksen, replied ha G eenland i no fo ale, ince G eenland i no Dani h,
G eenland i G eenlandic (J gen en, 2019). Ho e e , hi big eal e a e offe , a T mp
called it, re-stirred a debate within Denmark about its relationship to Greenland that transcended
ci c mpola poli ic , and he e a a b oad con en

in he Dani h ocie

ha T mp offe

was absurd and ridiculous. It even made some Danes, me included, very uncomfortable
G eenland a e e Denma k

as if

o ell. Ho e e , acco ding o G eenlandic Inuit2 poet and

ac i i , Aka Ni i na, [ he Dane ] e pon e highligh ed an impo an a pec [...]: Denma k ill
doe n

ee i elf a a colonial po e . (Ni i na, 2019).
Within academia, what Niviâna articulates has been described as colonial aphasia

(Stoler, 2011): the inability of former colonial powers to connect their colonial past with present

1

The Danish Realm, in this thesis only referred to as The Unity of the Realm, consists of Denmark, Greenland and
the Faroe Islands and will be introduced further in chapter 3.
2
Inuit are Indigenous members of the Inuit homeland recognized by Inuit, and includes the Inupiat, Yupik (Alaska),
Inuit, Inuvialuit (Canada), Kalaalli (G eenland) and Y pik (R ia). E mologicall , In i mean people (pl) and
In k mean pe on o membe of In i people ( ing). (In i Ci c mpola Co ncil In e na ional, n.d.)

2

postcolonial issues. From that perspective, colonial aphasia inevitably plays a crucial role in how
Denmark perceives both itself as well as the Danish-Greenlandic relationship historically and
today, which ultimately affects encounters with the Greenlandic on macro as well as microlevels.
The fai l ne foc

on ci c mpola poli ic , a

ell a T mp p cha e offe , ha e

actualized the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. Consequently, this has moreover illuminated the
colonial aphasia prevalent in Denmark. A phenomenon which is detrimental to any equal
dialogue about the future Danish-Greenlandic relationship, be it within or without the Unity of
the Realm, and which I have therefore decided to investigate further.
According to Kirsten Thisted (2018), Danish cross-cultural studies scholar, the historicity
of feelings in the Danish-Greenlandic relationship ought to be taken into consideration in order
to fully grasp the current political, economic, and cultural discussions between Denmark and
Greenland. This thesis thus seeks to investigate how Danish feelings vis-à-vis Greenlanders
influence and constitute colonial aphasia and will do so by employing analytical
autoethnography within an affect theoretical framework.
On a parallel level, the autoethnographic approach will furthermore be used to enhance
researcher reflexivity, in order to situate the thesis within a larger debate on Danish research on
Greenlandic contexts.
In the following three introductory sections, I will present previous research on Danish
colonial aphasia (1.1) and outline what I consider to be a general issue of lacking visible
reflexivity in Danish research about Greenlandic contexts (1.2). Finally, I present the objectives
and research questions (1.3).

1.1 The best colony in the world : Danish colonial aphasia and ignorance
Faroese politician Høgni Hoydal (2006) argues that what has made Danish colonial policy in
regard to Faroe Islands and Greenland so invisible, and thus clever, is the use of so-called soft
violence. He argues that the name Rigsfællesskabet, the Unity of the Realm, has connotations of
friendship and equality, which then diffuses the associations of colonialism. Rigsfællesskabet as
a f iend hip ha almo become a m h and he efo e Denma k

ela ion hip i h G eenland and

the Faroe Islands has for long managed to stay out of a geo-political perception internationally.
The exercise of soft violence refers to the con e

ha he e e e no la e , no killing

in Greenland (Lynge, 2006, p. 1). Aviâja Egede Lynge (2006), Greenlandic social
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anthropologist, argues that this perception of Denmark as a benevolent colonizer has created the
harmful metaphor of Greenland a

he be colon in he o ld . A me apho ha G eenlande

were taught in school by Danish teachers through Danish history books. As a consequence,
Greenlanders were taught not only to be Danish, but to be grateful for it too. According to
Lynge, attempts to articulate the need for decolonization have often been met with accusations of
being racist, nationalist and ungrateful both within Greenland and in Denmark. However, as
L nge poin o : he

e ion emain if one can di c

coloni a ion in

ch e m a good

and bad . I i be e o ake bodie o o ake o l ? (L nge, 2006, p. 6).
Research specifically about Danish colonial aphasia includes Bojsen et al. (2020) who
investigate Danish students' encounters with colonial history through their school curricula, how
they perceive and relate to colonial history as well as how this is linked to social and national
identity formation. Their research was based on interviews, surveys and observations in 2016
and 2019. Bojsen et al. found that colonial apha ia a

i able fo de c ibing he

den

lack

of language and analytical skills to link present issues of migration, racism and globalization, as
ell a hei o n ocial and na ional iden i , o Denma k colonial hi o . The

gge

ha

this colonial aphasia is systemic, since it is developed and sustained through a school curriculum
which dominantly fosters an ethnocentric perspective on colonial history. In a survey with 1,000
students, 17% declared in the first section that they found kno ledge abo
colonie

ele an . Ho e e , la e in he

e , 44% an

fo me Dani h

e ed ha colonial hi o

ele an in o de o nde and he o ld and globali a ion oda

and 59% an

i highl

e ed ha he

would like to have more knowledge of Danish colonial history. Bojsen and colleagues suggest
that the increase in the percentage throughout the survey is caused by the accumulation of
info ma ion and inc ea ed eflec ion. When a ked abo
po e , 83%
and

den an

e ed

la e

ade (77%) e e ho e e an

aci m (56%) and

. To he ame

hei a ocia ion

i h a colonial

e ion, E opean co n ie

e ed ligh l mo e f e en l

(79%)

han opp e ion (72%),

a and iolence (53%) (Boj en e al., 2020, p. 44).

Thus, Bojsen et al.

gge

ha Dani h

den a e le

p one o link a colonial po e

to present issues such as racism, war and violence, and more prone to link it to geopolitics and
imperialism. Additionally, Bojsen and colleagues argue that some students find a sense of pride
in belonging to Denmark because of, and not despite, its colonial history. Despite that the
students think that slavery is morally wrong, they naturalize slavery in the name of geopolitics
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and ade, a g ing ha I
kne ho

an j

all he majo co n ie , i

a al o li le Denma k , ho

o be a colonial po e and e ec e la e ade and ho e kind of hing

(Boj en e

al., 2020, p. 46).
In 2018, the Danish research company Epinion published the report Yo ng Dane
Knowledge of Greenland for the National Agency for Education and Quality, Ministry of
Education (Epinion, 2018). On average, the Danish students were able to answer correctly on
58% of the questions about Greenland, but the vast majority of these correct answers concerned
climate and nature. The Danish students knew less about the contemporary Greenlandic society
and culture. Moreover, out of 12 pre-chosen words, the students associated Greenlandic people
i h h mble (71%),
alcoholic

ong (70%), ci ili ed (67%) a

ell a

n id /me

(49%) and

(49%). In e m of feeling ocial cohe ion i h G eenlande , 12% of he Dani h

students felt much or very much social cohesion, 48% felt some social cohesion and 40% felt
little or no social cohesion. In regard to this, the report shows a connection between the feeling
of social cohesion and the level of knowledge; the more social cohesion the students feel, the
more correct answers they have in the survey. In a focus group interview with some of the
Danish students, it is concluded that the students mostly think of nature and geography when
thinking of Greenland, and that a more nuanced focus on also culture and society, as well as the
commonalities between Greenland and Denmark, might increase the feeling of social cohesion
(Epinion, 2018).
An earlier survey shows that Greenlanders generally perceive Danish people living in
Greenland as dominating and materialistic, and Danes perceive Greenlanders as friendly and
tolerant but also primitive and ineffective (Gulløv, 2017, pp. 405 406).
L nge (2006, p. 6) p e io l

o ed

e ion of he he coloni a ion can be di c

ed

in terms of good and bad emphasizes the objectives of this thesis, because the question of even
discussing the degree of wrong doings in colonialism relates to colonial aphasia. As Aimé
C ai e (2000[1950], p. 39) famo l
which justifies colonization

a ed: no one coloni e innocen l , [...] a ci ili a ion

and therefore force is already a sick civilization, a civilization

ha i mo all di ea ed. Colonialism has thereby not only scarred the colonized but the
coloni e a

ell, ho gh in p ofo ndl diffe en

a . Follo ing C ai e line of hinking, I

suggest that these scars manifest in populations of previous colonial powers as racism, White
supremacy and colonial aphasia.
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Denma k pe cep ion of i colonial pa

a f

he cemen ed in 2014, hen he

Greenlandic Self-rule government established a Reconciliation Commission regarding the
colonial period of Greenland. Even before the commission was set up, the Danish prime minister
at the time Helle Thorning-Schmid a g ed ha
econcilia ion, b

I f ll

e pec ha i i a di c

e [ he Dane ] a e no in need of a
ion hich occ pie he G eenlandic people.

(Gaardmand, 2014). Thus, coloniality is perceived as something that concerns Greenland but is
irrelevant to Denmark.

1.2 Greenland as a topic in Danish research
There exists an abundance of Danish research concerning Greenland and the Danish-Greenlandic
relationship. In October 2020 during my background study for this thesis, I used the Danish
Ro al Lib a

online ea ch engine o ea ch fo he e /di e a ion and a icle e pec i el

f om 2000 o 2021 con aining he o d G eenland o G ønland in ei he i le and/o opic.
The search engine gave me 1,130 3 results for theses/dissertations and 172.552 results for articles.
When I did he ame i h he o d Fa oe I land and F

e ne , I go 120 e l

4

for

theses/dissertations and 11.324 for articles. These results also suggest that Greenland as a topic is
well-researched. The research mentioned investigates topics such as Danish discourses and
representations of Greenland in politics, literature, media and culture; Greenlandic identity
formation in Denmark and Greenland; social issues in Greenland; colonial aphasia and
ignorance; discrimination of Greenlanders in Denmark; Danish-Greenlandic power relations in
politics and still counting. In the vast majority of the Danish research, I have read prior to writing
the thesis, reflection on the positionality of the researcher is non-existent or minimal, even when
the scientific paradigm is critical postcolonialism in which power relations is an essential theme.
Departing from the postcolonial or decolonial paradigm, us students and scholars are committed
to investigate, illuminate and criticize asymmetrical power relations and social injustices that we
are nonetheless benefiting from and often perpetuating ourselves. An Inuk I spoke to described
to me how Danish researchers are often oblivious to how they benefit from the very structures
that they criticize or become experts on Greenlandic ways of life.

3
4

To see result: https://tinyurl.com/4npkxn7n
To see result: https://tinyurl.com/4d7ha4p2
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It is not my intention to undermine nor call into question the value of Danish postcolonial
research that does not integrate researcher reflexivity. My thesis is indebted to that research.
However, I argue that using autoethnography can foster more reflexivity, which will perhaps
create more respectful and relevant research. My rationale behind using the autoethnographic
approach is the hypothesis that revealing, and thus perhaps better understanding, the colonial
apha ia i hin one elf a a e ea che

ill an fo m one

e ea ch and h

one elf. Bo h in

terms of understanding colonial aphasia, but also in terms of how one engages with postcolonial
or decolonial research in general.
1.2.1 Unsettling research relations
During the past six months, Inuit activists in the current Greenlandic decolonization movement
have, on their public Instagram accounts, urged Danish students to stop inquiring about research
related topics (Hansen 2020; Paninnguaq Lind Jensen [@tunnitit] n.d.). Activist Aka Hansen
wrote the following on her public Instagram-profile:
My personal and lived experience or opinions are no longer freely available for you to
use in your strive towards eurocentric, academic progress. Honestly, I think you should
ake e pon ibili and i e abo Denma k and Denma k hi o and Denma k ole
and responsibility in Greenland in the past and today. (Hansen, 2020, my translation)
Han en

eac ion mi o o he Indigeno

people

eac ion o a d non-Indigenous research

in Indigenous contexts (Chilisa, 2020[2012]), which will be unfolded in chapter 2 on
me hodolog and e ea ch e hic . D ing m o n he i p oce , I occa ionall
finge

b ned m

being a Danish student trying to build up a Greenlandic network in regard to this thesis.

The process was messy and frustrating but necessary and much needed. However, this messiness
rarely makes it to the final version of a thesis or article. By being transparent about the process,
and including this messiness in the analysis, I hope to point to a needed discussion on research
ethics and researcher positionality within Danish academia.
Among Danish researchers focusing on the Danish-Greenlandic context, Naja Dyrendom
Graugaard (2020), Arctic studies scholar, is one of the few researchers I have encountered who
uses autoethnography in regard to her positionality. Graugaard is both Greenlandic Inuit and
Danish, and she often reflects about her own position in research and includes personal
anecdotes. Graugaard (2020) suggests that using autoethnography can create a reflexive process
which has the potential to challenge the relations of researcher-researched and Self-Other in
7

(post)colonial contexts, which is one of the key themes of this thesis as well. I was delighted to
discover her devotion to and utilization of autoethnography as a means to discuss research ethics,
as well as her employment of Indigenous research ethics and methodologies. Another example is
Danish Naimah Hussain (2018), who in her doctoral dissertation on journalistic practices in
Greenlandic news media continuously reflects on her own positionality as a Danish researcher,
as well as how Danish and Greenlandic identities are negotiated in this context. A final example
is Tess Sophie Skadegård Thorsen, Ph.D in media representation, and Mira Chandhok
Skadegård, Ph.D in racism and discrimination, who presented their co-authored paper
Tha angambadi e i i ed: Dia po ic capi al and decolonial ( e)

n

(fo hcoming) a he 20 h

Nordic Mi-gra-tion Research Conference & 17th ETMU Conference held in Helsinki, Finland on
January 11 14, 2021. They began their presentation with the following statement:
I'd like to begin by acknowledging that as Danish academics and employees of the
Danish state effectively by working at Danish public universities, we are actively
participating in state national violence, both through the detect [and, red.] detainment of
asylum seekers and camps, and also through the colonial and continual colonial
relationships, for instance, with Greenland. (Chandhok Skadegård & Skadegård Thorsen,
2021, excerpt from conference transcript).
Occasionally during my studies in Helsinki, international fellow-students asked me whether I
would write my thesis in relation to Greenland, because I am Danish and have studied
Indigenous studies. I always promptly answered that I had no connection nor relation to
Greenland, no network there, and consequently had nothing to do in a research setting
concerning Greenland. Then I, almost scornfully, distanced myself from other Danish thesis
students writing about Greenland, whom I found uncritical and non-reflexive. I had a huge need
o demon a e ha I a a a e of ne e emplo ing he e hnog aphic ga e and ha I a a a e
of Indigenous research ethics and methodologies. This need and behavior were, however, the
result of being in a process of scrutinizing myself and my position as a non-Indigenous student
studying Indigenous studies, on which I will elaborate in the analysis.
Having the previous section in mind, it might seem odd why I have chosen to write about
the postcolonial relationship between Denmark and Greenland. During my studies, my academic
interest was never targeted at a special Indigenous community or postcolonial relationships, but
at epistemological pluralism and injustice as concepts and phenomena. However, an exam
assignment led me to focus on Inuit self-determination in Greenland, which consequently led me

8

to see that I, despite having no relation to Greenland as an individual, was undeniably embedded
in he po colonial con e . Ve

li le of he kno ledge abo

Denma k coloni a ion of

Greenland as well as the postcolonial issues was new to me; I had already during my studies in
Denmark been presented with concepts like White innocence (Wekker, 2016) and colonial
aphasia (Stoler, 2011), which I will address in detail in chapter 3. However, my reflections about
my relation to Greenland, my role in the continuation of coloniality and the, in my experience,
lack of foc

on Indigeno

e ea ch e hic in Dani h Ma e

he e on he opic, led me o

engage in the Danish-Greenlandic relationship anyway.
By employing reflexivity and autoethnography I seek to illuminate aspects of how a
Danish researcher navigates her position in a specific postcolonial context, and how she engages
with the supposed Other. By doing so, I also hope to make a contribution to research ethics at
lea among Dani h Ma e

he e , b enco aging o he Whi e

den

o be mo e c i ical and

reflexive about their positionality as they embark on their research journey in postcolonial
contexts, as well as to dare to ask oneself the uncomfortable questions about privilege, power,
interest and relevance.

1.3 Objectives and research questions
The aim of this thesis is two-fold: to contribute to the knowledge of Danish colonial aphasia and
to ignite a critical debate around Danish research positionality

both in relation to Greenland

and the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. The objective is to do so by putting myself and my
research process on display by employing autoethnography and researcher reflexivity within an
affect theoretical framework: What does the Dane reveal when speaking not about the
(previously) colonized or the Other, but her own presumptions, privilege, colonial aphasia and
ways to overcome it? Thus, I will be analyzing how certain feelings emerge in the Dane in the
encounter with Greenlandic Inuit, how these feelings are navigated and negotiated, and finally
how they can manifest as colonial aphasia. By simultaneously employing researcher reflexivity,
these feelings will be related to a critical discussion about the role of Danish researchers in
postcolonial research contexts. This thesis then aims to answer the following research questions:

9

Which feelings, from an affective theoretical perspective, do a Dane circulate,
navigate and negotiate vis-à-vis Greenlanders when discussing the DanishGreenlandic postcolonial relationship?
What new perspectives on Danish colonial aphasia can these feelings reveal?
What impacts do researcher reflexibility have on a Danish-Greenlandic research
context and beyond?
Ha aii an p ofe o Man lani Al li Me e a g e ha [k]no ledge ha doe no heal, b ing
together, challenge, surprise, encourage or expand our awareness is not part of the consciousness
hi

o ld need igh no . (Me e , 2008, p. 221). I hope ha my thesis will at least do one of

those things.

10

2 Methodology
We each ha e o o n ni e a of con ib ing o, and e p e ing o el e , in hi o ld.
Why, then, does academia try to stump that into a mono-form? I wonder how much wisdom and
in igh i lo in he p oce ? (G o m e al., fo hcoming)

In this section, I will present the methodology of the thesis. First, I present the postcolonial
Indigenous paradigm and as well as key methodological terminologies. I will then discuss
research ethics as well as my reflections, my positionality and my research approach in general.
Subsequently, I will present analytical autoethnography and thematic analysis respectively, as
well as how they have been employed as analytical tools in the thesis. Finally, I will present my
sources.

2.1 The postcolonial Indigenous paradigm
This research is situated within the postcolonial Indigenous research paradigm. This paradigm is
informed by postcolonial theory, decolonial theory, critical race theory, feminist theory and
a pec of decoloniali a ion, e i ance and emancipa ion. Po colonial efe
struggle of non-We e n ocie ie ha

o he con in o

ffe ed E opean coloni a ion (Chili a, 2020[2012], p.

9). One of the aims of the postcolonial Indigenous paradigm is to decolonise and indigenise
Euro-Western research and methodologies (Chilisa, 2020[2012], p. 93). Following this
paradigm,
This thesis has not been conducted directly within an Indigenous context per se, but
Indigenous research methodologies have nonetheless been formative to the thesis in several
ways. Western research in Indigenous contexts has been described as a double-edged sword; it
can illuminate and remedy but also violate, dehumanize and sustain social injustice (Löf &
Stinnerbom, 2016). Historically, the three latter have been the most common outcomes of
Western research, for which reason Linda Tuhiwai Smith, scholar in Indigenous education, has
famo l e p e ed ha : he e m e ea ch i ine

icabl linked o E opean impe ialism and

colonialism. The word itself, research, is probably one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous
o ld

ocab la . (Smi h, 2012[1999], p. 30). Th , Indigeno

chola ha e

e ed he

importance of the following ethical aspects when conducting research in an Indigenous context:
e pec , ele ance, ecip oci

and ela ion kno n a

he fo

R

(Ki kne

& Ba nha d ,
11

1991; Battiste, 2008; Wilson, 2008; Chilisa, 2020[2012]). Respect of Indigenous cultures, values
and knowledge; relevance of the research for the Indigenous community as well as reciprocity
and relation in terms of mutually benefitting from the research and establishing and maintaining
a relationship with the Indigenous community. The two latter are to prevent hit-and-run research
that describes research approaches where researchers enter a community, collect data and then
disappear. Consequently, the researcher benefits academically while denying the Indigenous
community agency nor control over the dissemination of their stories and knowledge. Awareness
of he fo

R

im l aneo l fo e efle i i . The aim of efle i i

i o c ea e en ibili

and attention towards power relations and dynamics, as well as positionality and purpose of
one o n e ea ch. Re earcher reflexivity should not be considered merely a theme to mention
in one me hodological chap e , like icking off a bo . Ra he , he efle i i

of po i ionali

should be active in all stages of the research process and considered an integral part hereof
(Snow et. al, 2016), which I will aim to display by employing autoethnography.
Despite that this thesis is situated within the postcolonial Indigenous paradigm, its
purpose is also decolonial. Since the words decolonial and postcolonial are not synonyms, I will
briefly clarify my use of the terminologies. Both postcolonial theory and decolonial theory are
concerned with the politics of knowledge production and with contesting the Eurocentric world
order but have emerged from and focus on different geographies. Postcolonial theory started as
an intellectual movement emerging from the work of diasporic scholars from the Middle East
and South Asia such as Edward Said (1995), Homi Bhabha (1994) and Gayatri Spivak (1988),
and is focusing on the colonial enterprise from the 18th to the 20th century (Bhambra, 2014).
Decolonial theory emerged from the work of scholars from South America such as
Anibal Quijano (2007) and Walter Mignolo (2000). One of the key ideas of decolonial thought is
that modernity and coloniality is inextricably connected: the logic of modernity (progress,
development) cannot be understood as detached from the logic of coloniality (inequality,
poverty, oppression) (Quijano 2007; Mignolo 2000). In decolonial thought, coloniality is an
epistemic concept that is rooted in the 15th century with the Spanish invasion of what came to be
known as the Americas (Bhambra, 2014). A key point in decolonial thought is that despite that
coloniality is inherent to colonialism, coloniality exceeds colonialism. This concept is also
known as the coloniality of power, coined by Quijano (2007), to describe the structures of power
and control over subjects, knowledge and every part of the social world rooted in the modernist
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era in the 15th century. Ultimately, the aim in decolonial thought is to detach from and critique
social, cultural, political and economic epistemologies shaped by European modernity, and hence
coloniality. These Eurocentric epistemologies are among others scientific colonialism, which
efe

o he impo i ion of he coloni e

p od ced in he colonie

a

of kno ing

(Chili a, 2020[2012], p. 7), hich i

and the control of all knowledge
ill p e alen

i hin academia

today as epistemic injustice (Sousa Santos, 2007). By constructing new epistemologies situated
outside the Eurocentric narrative, decolonial thought thus seeks to increase epistemological
pluralism.
The etymology of the words also reveals a distinction. Postcolonialism is occupied with
the legacy of colonialism and refers to a certain condition, a present, that is post colonialism.
Decoloniali m i h he p efi

de efe

o he depa ing f om o di man ling of coloniali m,

since it is still present as coloniality, by being disobedient to and detached from the Eurocentric
narratives and epistemes.
When I in hi he i

e he o d po colonial o de c ibe he Dani h-Greenlandic

relationship, I refer to a present condition of coloniality shaped by the legacy of colonialism. I
al o

e he o d po colonial

hen efe ing to specific Danish research embedded in

po colonial, a he han decolonial,

die . When I

e he o d decolonial , I efe o an i-

colonial, de-colonizing and dismantling practices.
Finall , ince I am con in o l

alking abo

he Dane and he G eenlande , I ill

briefly add a note on the theoretical understanding of identity. Although my approach could
reveal an essentialist understanding of identity as stable, I do rely on a poststructuralist notion of
identity as non-essential, performative and constructed through language, discourse and the
O he (Ba e , 2016). I do no con ide Dane , G eenlande , In i o Whi e a fi ed iden i
markers. Rather, I am aware of how I perform my identity as Danish, as White, as a thesis
student/researcher, as a woman, as a (representative of the) colonizer and as an ally in different
ways in accordance with the cultural setting and the spectators or the Other. Just as my
interlocutors in this thesis do as well. Thus, when I speak about the Dane and the Greenlander, I
am referring to the colonial legacy and historicity which have shaped the Danish-Greenlandic
relationship, as well as identity markers, and how that is navigated and negotiated by the
individual. The conversations I have entered with people are based on a premise that we will
discuss the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. In this way, the context has been formative for our
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identity performance: we speak from a Danish and a Greenlandic perspective respectively. If I
had initiated a conversation about a completely different topic, unrelated to Denmark and
Greenland, our performance of identity had looked accordingly different.

2.2 Lessons in listening: perspectives on research ethics
In the following, I will be reflecting on how the postcolonial Indigenous research paradigm has
shaped my research process as well as research ethics.
D ing m bachelo

deg ee a Ro kilde Uni e i

and m ma e

deg ee a

University of Helsinki, I have been lucky not to have been presented to an all-White curriculum.
However, despite writing numerous essays and exams using BIPOC theory 5, it stayed as such:
theory. It was not until I was introduced to Indigenous studies that I learned to really listen to
theory outside a Eurocentric narrative. How could I learn to listen, better understand and embody
knowledge so inherently different from the paradigm of which I myself was a product? A pivotal
momen

a

hen I ead Ha aii an p ofe o Man lani Al li Me e fo he fi

ime. While

reading her article, Indigenous and authentic: Hawaiian Epistemology and The Triangulation of
Meaning (2008), I continuously had to stop and reflect. I was guided more than I had been
p e io l b an
check o

ni e i

eache : Ho

ill hi in pi e o

b ea hing. I i deep and a a e o a e o

e ea ch? Well o begin i h,

o bled and in a h

? (Me e , 2008, p.

219). This led me to scrutinize my own position as a non-Indigenous student in Indigenous
studies, as well as my interest in Indigenous studies in the first place. I felt that my mere
existence within a class of Indigenous studies was harmful, and that me learning about
Indigenous knowledges and methodologies was inherently appropriative. I reflected upon this in
several assignments and learned to perceive reflexivity as a goal in itself, rather than a means to
fixed answers.
In line with Indigenous research methodologies and ethics, I have been focusing on the
a pec of ele ance in ega d o m

he i . In he beginning of he he i p oce , I con ac ed

various Greenlandic organizations as well as several Greenlandic Inuit to assess whether my
initial idea (a collaborative decolonization project) was relevant or not, and if it was, if there was
any interest in collaboration. Among these were the organization Nalik, Human Rights in

5

Including Edward Said, Frantz Fanon, Aimé Césaire, Gayatri Spivak, Achille Mbembe, Homi Bhaba, Dipesh
Chakrabarty, Kimberlé W. Crenshaw, Angela Davis, Bagele Chilisa, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, James Anaya
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Greenland, a professor at Ilisimatusarfik (University of Greenland), a student and two activists
on Instagram, whom I had been following for a while. Nalik, the student and the two activists
responded. Two respondents found the idea interesting and necessary. Two respondents argued
he oppo i e and

ged me o look onl a Denma k in ead. Nalik a g ed ha G eenlande

should take responsibility for their own decolonization, and that Danes should do the same in
Denma k (Nalik, pe onal e-mail correspondence, 2020)6. The activist also replied that I ought
to focus on the Danes only.
These dialogues about the thesis topic stretched out for more than 1.5 months. The
dialogues took the form of formal email exchanges, fast paced chats as well as continuous
conversations on Instagram chats and as a 1-hour conversation on Zoom. Consequently, I
changed my topic, research questions and methodology several times and finally abandoned the
collaboration idea in favor of a focus on Danes. Taking othe people opinion in o
consideration, being reflective about these opinions has been possible due to the academic
freedom of University of Helsinki which has meant that I had no fixed deadline for the thesis.
This allowed my initial thesis-phase to be slow-paced, reflexive and focused on research ethics
as Meyer (2008) inspired me to aspire for. Additionally, the process transformed me as a student,
researcher and individual, on which I will elaborate in the analysis
Like other Indigenous communities, Greenlandic Inuit have been the objects of Western
research which the Greenlandic society has rarely benefited from (Strandsbjerg, 2014).
Therefore, I will continuously be reflexive and articulate how my position as a Danish, White,
female thesis-student, manifests in my thesis as well as consider my privileges and what
advantages this grants me within society and academia. My Danishness undeniably comes with a
colonial baggage when I enter into a dialogue with Greenlandic Inuit. As much as I as the
researche can d a a line a o nd he O he , o hom I peak, he O he i oo ac i e in
accep ing, ejec ing o modif ing a e ea che

iden i

claim . (Ha ing on, 2003, p. 617).

Thus, within any research encounter a negotiation of roles and positions is always taking place,
and this specific process in Danish-Greenlandic encounters is shaped by coloniality.
Finally, the research has been conducted in accordance with the Finnish National Board on
Research Integrity-guidelines for research with human participants within the humanities and the
social sciences (TENK, 2019). The main participant gave their informed consent prior to the
6

Published with Nalik con en
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interview7, and was informed about their rights to refuse participation or withdraw their consent
at any time. The Greenlandic population counts 57,000 people (Gulløv, 2017), and the
Greenlandic community in Denmark has approximately 15,000 people (VIVE, 2015). To ensure
anonymity within this relatively small community, the participant has been given only an alias
but no other identity descriptions. The participant has moreover read through the thesis prior to
submission and had no objections. Organizations and activists whom I communicated with about
the thesis, and who are directly quoted, have given their consent as well.

2.3 Analytic autoethnography
My first encounter with autoethnography and the possibilities of that method was through the
work of Hanna Guttorm (Guttorm, 2018, 2016, 2017), scholar in Indigenous studies, revolving
around her experience of revitalizing her Sáminess. It gave me a conceptual vocabulary to
understand my own constant reflections of positionality as legitimate rather than self-indulgent.
Therefore, I begin this section with a quote of hers which captures a feeling I mirror completely:
In my academic writing I always want or have the compelling need to write in and
with the struggling I go through, while doing different things: while writing a PhD report,
while working as a teacher or an educator, while participating in the different academic
happenings. In my head I always remember one dialogue between Foucault and Deleuze
(1972/2006), he e Fo ca l a ha he in ellec al ole i no longer to place
him elf ome ha ahead and o he ide in o de o e p e he ifled
h of he
collectivity; rather, it is to struggle against the forms of power that transform him into its
objec and in men in he phe e of kno ledge ,
h , con cio ne , and
di co e . 8 (Guttorm et al., forthcoming).
A oe hnog aph

a bo n o

of he i e of iden i

poli ic in he 1960 and 1970 and he

eme gence of he c i i of ep e en a ion i hin he h mani ie in he 1970 and 1980 . The
crisis of representation questioned the idea of the researcher as a self separated from the research
field. Thus, it challenged the positivist ideas of universal truths, objective knowledge claims as
ell a (We e n) academia

ef al of local and personal knowledges. To argue that the self

and the positionality of the researcher could be excluded from the field was simply to deceive
oneself (Adams et al., 2015, p. 10). Furthermore, autoethnography brought forth a focus on
research ethics and representation:
7
8

Thi in e ie
ill be efe ed o a con e a ion in he he i , e plained in de ail in chap e 2.5
Find reference to the mentioned dialogue between Foucault and Deleuze in bibliography
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Autoethnographers often foreground the ways in which social identities influence the
research process, particularly in terms of what, who, and how we study; what and how we
interpret what we observe and experience; and how we represent our observations and
experiences of cultural life. (Adams et al. 2015, p. 19)
Autoethnography is a qualitative method which employs introspection. Thus, the author uses
self-reflection and reflexivity to explore personal experiences that are connected to wider
cultural, social or political meanings (Adams et al., 2015, p. 2). Reflexivity is used as a
methodological tool to investigate the intersections between the particular and the general by
acknowledging the positionalities and relations between researcher and researched. Thus,
proximity and particularity is the epistemological locus of autoethnography.
Reflexivity means to be aware about one's own positionality and identity, experiences
and presumptions as a researcher and to actively act by challenging and engaging accordingly.
Additionally, it means to acknowledge the reciprocity in the encounter between the Self and the
Other and illustrate the processes of sense-making processes throughout the research. No
research is clean-cut and straightforward, and illustrating the messiness of research processes,
how one makes certain choices over others and how one navigates in this complexity, can reveal
aspects that are vital to the research. Being reflexive and embracing vulnerability and emotions
can disrupt social taboos, illuminate privilege and prejudice, encourage dialogue and create
indi id al and ocial an fo ma ion , and h : [ ]elf- eflec ion i a ca al

fo ocial change.

(Parkes, 2015, p. 11).
Since its arrival, autoethnography has, and to some degree still is, a contested method.
Historically, embodiment, storytelling and emotions have been categorized as feminine, which
has traditionally been the antithesis of rational, positivist, research. Today, most researchers
within the humanities and the social sciences do not consider themselves completely detached
from the field (Collins & Gallinat, 2014), but autoethnography is in some disciplines however
still considered self-absorbed, illegitimate and narcissistic (Parkes, 2015). There are certainly
perils of including the self into the research, and one must be able to account for the
epistemological questions arising hereof. How do we guarantee that the self is trustworthy, and
that inserting the self into the research is relevant for the outcome? This is done by focusing on
the self which is situated in the intersection between the personal and the societal, so that the
particular is continuously related to the general. Furthermore, scholars emphasize that including
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he elf ha o be e en ial o he a gument, not a decorative flourish, not exposure for its own
ake. (Beha ci ed in Ande on, 2016, p. 385). Wha di ing i he a oe hnog aph f om
autobiographies, diaries, memoirs and the like, is that autoethnographic research links the
personal (particular) to theory (general) and aims to contribute to and renew scholarly
conversation (Adams et al., 2015).
I will use a specific type of autoethnography defined as analytic autoethnography

an

ethnographic method in which the researcher is a full member of the research group. The
researcher is thus visible in the analysis and the final texts, and the research aims to improve
understandings of certain phenomena by relating it to broader, social contexts (Anderson, 2016).
The features and values of autoethnography in many ways overlap with Indigenous research
ethics and methodologies by centering reflexivity, relation and storytelling as core
methodological elements.
The choice of analytical autoethnography was not an easy one. I constantly questioned
the method and myself as being unacademic, narcissistic and self-absorbed. However, my
supervisor and other scholars at Indigenous Studies at University of Helsinki encouraged me to
include my reflections and feelings into the thesis one way or another. Especially when these
feelings were directly rooted in the complex (post)colonial relationship between Danes and
Greenlanders. Revealing my own assumptions, prejudices, colonial aphasia and ways of
navigating and negotiating it, has inevitably led to discomfort and embarrassment in me while
i ing he he i . Ho e e , hen hi he i i mo e han j

a na a i e of a Whi e oman

critical awakening to her own positionality and privilege, it is due to the existence of the
particular in the general.
Thisted (2018) argues that the intermediate calculations and reflections in particular
Danish-Greenlandic encounters are of general interest, because they are essential in
understanding Danish-Greenlandic encounters on a macro level. Moreover, the reprimand of the
three Inuit activists to Danish university students mentioned in the Introduction suggests that a
focus on researcher reflexivity is needed within Danish academia. Danish researchers and
students trained in postcolonial theory are hardly immune to colonial aphasia themselves, albeit
it might manifest differently than in the general public. Finally, I could myself have benefited
from an autoethnographic account like this during my own studies.
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2.5 Conversations
Remembe , bea i ne
kno ing. Ho

o o o n ho gh no a o del e in o he e ca ego ie of
ill o e pond o he e o ic o he ? (Me e , 2008, p. 218).

Besides the unstructured conversations and dialogues, I had with various Greenlandic people
mentioned in chapter 2.2, I had a two-hour conversation with an Inuk/Kalaaleq from Kalaallit
Nunaat9 (Greenland) in October 2020. The conversation can methodologically be characterized
a an ac i e and imp o i a ional in e ie

, because the participant and I took equal part in a

dialogue facilitated by me, but with no premade questions (Brade, 2017, p. 116). I was also
in pi ed b dialogical pe fo mance hich i
people and c l

e

o he people (Con

a a of ha ing in ima e con e a ion

i h o he

hich necessitate empathy and willingness to understand and learn from
e good, 1985, p. 10). I had info med he pa icipan ha I ill no be

having any fixed questions prepared, but I just hope that we can have a good conversation about
the topic and ee he e ha ake

. (Hen ik en, pe onal e-mail correspondence, 2020).

The initial purpose of the conversation was to discuss a specific artistic work of the
participant, which I wanted to include as a theoretical framework in the thesis. The conversation
however developed into an informal and personal conversation about the postcolonial relation
be een Denma k and G eenland and G eenland decoloni a ion effo

.I

a onl af e he

conversation was finished that I realized the analytical potential of it.
During our conversation, the participant described her experience with topics such as
structural racism, discrimination, questions of identity and language as well as opinions about
coloniality, decolonialism and the Unity of the Realm as a whole, which I am grateful for. Many
of her experiences also coincide with existing research on the area. Despite the topics of great
importance and relevance, it is however not in the scope of this thesis to investigate them. These
topics have already been investigated from a Danish research perspective to a large extent, and
the focus of this thesis is particular and personal rather than structural. In order to emphasize the
importance of these topics and their role in the Danish-Greenlandic relationship, they will
however be accounted for in a historical overview in chapter 3.

9

The pa icipan

choice of representation
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2.6 Sources
My sources consist of autoethnography and the recorded conversation presented above, as well
as other non-recorded conversations and chats with Greenlandic people.
The autoethnography consists of my written and unwritten reflections during the thesiswriting process. These reflections are stemming from conversations, chats and encounters with
Greenlanders, my reading and writing process, contemporary media discussions about the
Danish-Greenlandic relationship, discussions with co-students, friends and family members,
Inuit activists on Instagram from September 2020 to March 2021, as well as numerous podcasts,
documentaries and television-programmes about Greenland and the Danish-Greenlandic
relationship from the past two years. The majority of these reflections have been noted in a
notebook for the purpose.
My other source is the recorded conversation described in chapter 2.5. The conversation
took place online on the application Zoom, we both had videos activated and the entire
conversation was recorded. The participant will in this thesis be referred to as Anna. Anna is
bilingual (Kalaallisut and Danish), and the conversation was conducted in Danish. The
transcription of the recorded conversation was made by me and contains 16.958 words, and all
quotations used in the thesis are translated from Danish to English by me. Anna was moreover
given access to review the thesis prior to the final submission. During the writing process, the
conversation was stored on my password-secured private laptop in a m4a-file (sound), as well as
the transcription in a docx-file (text). After submission, the m4a-file will be deleted and only the
transcription excl. personal data will remain.
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3 A Historical overview: 300 years of colonialism
The Danish-Greenlandic relationship cannot be understood outside a colonial and postcolonial
context. In the following chapter, I will attempt to make a brief and non-exhaustive outline of the
300 years-old relationship between Denmark and Greenland. I will however focus mostly on the
period of official decolonization in 1953 and onwards.

3.1 From pre-colonial times to Greenlandic Self-rule
From 2,500 B.C.E. Inuit tribes from Arctic America and Northern Canada began settling in
present day Greenland from the North and continuously throughout Greenland. The Inuit groups
arrived in several migration waves and have all been named after the places in which their
remains have been found: Independence I and II, Saqqaq and Dorset I and II. None of these five
cultures however survived in Greenland (Grønnow & Sørensen, 2006). In 989, the Norse people
from Iceland settled in inhabited South Greenland, and they remained independent until 1261
when they started paying taxes to Norway. When Norway in 1380 entered into a double
monarchy with Denmark, soon ruled only by Denmark, Greenland became Danish territory
(Sørensen, 2007). Around the year 1300, the Thule-culture, ancestors of Greenlandic Inuit,
arrived in Greenland from Canada. There is little knowledge about the relationship between Inuit
and the Norse, but in 1500 the Norse people died out supposedly due to a change in the climate
(Sørensen, 2007). However, the extinction of the Norse people was unnoticed by the Danish
crown until more than 100 years later, and the hope to find Norse descendants continued until the
end of the 19th century (Sørensen, 2007).
The re-colonization of Greenland (Kalaallit Nunaat 10) began in 1721, when the
Norwegian-Danish missionary Hans Egede arrived in Greenland to Christianize the Norse
people. However, since the Norse people had died out, he encountered the Inuit and thus decided
to Christianize them instead. As the Danish King still considered Greenland as Danish territory,
Denmark established mission and ading a ion along he We coa

o e pec i el

ci ili e

the Inuit and diminish Dutch whaling competition in Greenlandic waters (Sørensen, 2007).
Denmark ensured further territorial control through the establishment of The Royal Greenlandic
10

The G eenlandic name fo G eenland, meaning The land of he G eenlande
ed, meaning The land of he people .

. In i N naa i al o ome ime
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Trading Company in 1776, which until the official decolonization of Greenland in 1953 secured
the Danish state colonial profits (Petersen, 1995; Sørensen, 2007). The services of trade and
mission disagreed on how to administrate the colony. The mission considered shamanism
heathen and therefore wanted to prohibit Inuit spiritual practices. The trade service however
wanted to encourage and protect Inuit hunting traditions, because the primary colonial profit
came from selling whale and seal products to Europe. This resulted in a paternalistic and
p o ec ioni colonial polic

he e he In i , con ide ed a

he Noble Sa age , had o be

isolated and protected from European culture in order to remain profitable for Denmark
(Sørensen, 2007).
After World War II, the United Nations initiated a decolonization process focusing on the
right to self-de e mina ion, and h

Denma k a p e

ed o aboli h G eenland colonial

status (Gulløv, 2017). Through a referendum, Denmark made a constitutional change, which
meant that Greenland was annexed into Denmark as a higher-level county (Amt) and hence de
jure equal (Strandsbjerg, 2014). This decision became the dawn of the Unity of the Realm which
includes Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands. However, the referendum only took place in
Denmark and not in Greenland (Petersen, 1995, p. 13), and in the negotiations leading up to the
annexation, Greenland was only given two out of three possible options: annexation or
independence. If a third option of free association had been presented and chosen, Greenland
could potentially have had more autonomy in its relation to Denmark today (Gulløv, 2017, p.
310).
De pi e ha G eenland colonial a

officiall ended in 1953, i

a de fac o he

beginning of a neo-colonial period where colonization was stronger than it had been before the
constitutional change (Sørensen, 2007; Petersen, 1995). A modernization effort led by Denmark
and the bilingual Greenlandic elite resulted in a Danisation strategy focusing on increasing the
living standards in Greenland, but de facto assimilating Inuit culture into Danish culture
(Grydehøj, 2016). One example was the so-called Experiment in 1951 where 22 Greenlandic
children were sent down to live in Danish families, in order to return to Greenland as a new
Greenlandic elite (Jensen et al., 2020). The Danisation process increased the living standard in
Greenland but was based on a Danish model and did neither include the Greenlandic people in
the decision-making nor the implementation (Loftsdóttir & Jensen, 2012). Greenlandic people
were spectators rather than actors within their own country, and consequently, a Greenlandic
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opposition against the Danish administration accelerated. The political mobilization was among
others led by a Greenlandic elite studying in Denmark. With an awakened Inuit consciousness
and political awareness, and along the rock tunes of the Greenlandic anti-colonial band Sume,
the anti-colonization effort led to a referendum in 1979. The referendum resulted in the HomeRule System (Hjemmestyre) with 70.1% Greenlandic voters in favor (63,3% voter turnout), thus
granting Greenland with its own parliament (Grydehøj, 2016). With the Home Rule System,
Greenland was granted internal autonomy, and the Danish county grant for Greenland was
transferred to the Greenlandic state. Denmark, however, retained control over defense, mineral
sources and several public institutions (Graugaard, 2009, p. 15). The mentioned grant is the
contested block grant (bloktilskud) of DKK 3,7 billion (app o ima el

498 million) ha

Greenland receives from Denmark each year and which, along with grants for various political
a ea go e ned b G eenland, con i

e half of G eenland GNP (G deh j, 2016).

The introduction of the Home-rule was followed by fast political developments in
Greenland. Inatsisartut, the Greenlandic parliament, was established, Greenland became a part of
the Nordic Council in 1984, left the European Economic Communities in 1985 and raised their
own flag, Erfalasorput, the 21st of June the same year (Gylløv, 2017). The Home-rule was
twenty years of hard, preparatory work of negotiations and diplomacy for further increased selfdetermination.
In 2009, the Home-rule was replaced with the current Self-Rule after a referendum with
75% voters in favor, which increased the internal autonomy and the policy areas governed by the
Greenlandic government, Naalakkersuisut (Grydehøj, 2016). In the Act on Greenlandic SelfGovernment, Self-rule is granted on the basis of the Greenlanders being a people with the right
of self-de e mina ion nde in e na ional la : [ ]ecogni ing ha he people of G eenland i a
people pursuant to international law with the right of self-determination, the Act is based on a
wish to foster equality and mut al e pec in he pa ne hip be een Denma k and G eenland.
(Act no. 473 of 12 June 2009). Importantly, the system also means that Greenland can decide
whether and when to become independent. Within the scope of the Self-rule the following
political areas cannot be repatriated and governed by Greenland: State administration, Foreign,
Security and Defense Policy, Supreme Court, Citizenship and Valuta

Policy (Gulløv, 2017).

According to Ulrik Pram Gad (2008), Danish global studies scholar, the union of
Greenland and Denmark is paradoxical for two reasons. Firstly, the success of the union is based
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on a common goal of G eenland independence and h

he nion con ain i o n e mina ion.

Secondly, the union rests on an idea of equality yet there is a clear hierarchical, paternal
relationship between Greenland and Denmark due to the block grant. Former prime minister of
Denmark, Lars Løkke Rasmussen, has on several occasions explained how Greenland should not
count on the block grant if they choose secession and independence.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Danish-Greenlandic relationship has, especially the
past five years, been situated within a geopolitical discourse and agenda internationally and
nationally. If Greenland were to leave the Unity of the Realm, Denmark would lose 98% of its
territory and its significant geopolitical position in the Arctic, since it is only through the
connection to Greenland that Denmark has a seat at the Arctic Council (Gulløv, 2017).

3.2 Danish information campaigns and Greenlandic decolonization efforts
As a response to the lack of Danish knowledge of Greenlandic culture and society described in
chapter 1.1, as well as the discrimination of Greenlanders in Denmark (The Danish Institute for
Human Rights, 2015), the Dani h go e nmen a he ime decided o alloca e app o .

3,4 mil.

on the Finance Act 2019 to initiatives for the following years increasing the knowledge of
G eenland in Denma k a

ell a he feeling of ocial cohe ion (The P ime Mini e

Office,

11.12.2018). These initiatives include documentaries, thesis and essay competitions about the
Unity of the Realm, school teaching materials, study trips to Greenland and a new North Atlantic
High School class for Danish, Greenlandic and Faroese students with travels to all three
countries. Additionally, in 2018 the Danish student organization and solidarity movement
Ope a ion Da

Wo k (OD) la nched a campaign fo

den foc ing on G eenland,

Greenlandic culture, society, youth and common history with Denma k (Ope a ion Da

Wo k,

2018). As a part of this campaign, OD published teaching materials for high schools in the
subjects Danish, History, Psychology, Geography and Social Studies, as well as a podcast series
focusing on the discrimination and prejudices that Greenlanders face in Denmark (Operation
Da

Wo k, 2018a). Af e he campaign, OD and nine o he organizations raised a citizen

proposal about including the Unity of the Realm on the Danish school curriculum (Kalaallit
Meerartaat, 2018), and in September 2019 the government and the majority of the opposition
agreed (The Danish Ministry of Children and Education, 2019). To establish what parts of the
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history of the Unity of the Realm should be included in the curriculum, a commission was
established and today the initiative still has not been enacted.
The past two years, the geopolitical discourse on Greenland and Denmark, outlined in the
Introduction, has been accompanied by a decolonization discourse fueled by young, Greenlandic
Inuit. In Denmark in 2018, a group of Greenlanders established the organization Nalik, which
aims to start conversations about and support a mental decolonization process based on
Greenlandic values, and to work towards equal worthiness and equality for Greenlanders (Nalik,
2020). A sister organization, Nalik Kalaallit Nunaat, was established in Greenland in November
2020 (K i ian en, 2020). In 2020, he doc men a

The Figh fo G eenland

a

c eened on

Danish and international film festivals which intensified the discussion of decolonization in the
Dani h and G eenlandic media. One of he doc men a

p o agoni

, Paninng a Heilmann,

explained in an interview how she
get[s] so deeply angry, when we host Nordic this or Nordic that in Greenland. We are not
a Nordic people; we are an Arctic people. [...] Our language, our traditions, our culture,
o hi o [ ], e ha e lo o m ch of o iden i . No
e a e aking i back.
(Schmidt, 17.3.2020, my translation).
This decolonization effort entered the wider public debate in Denmark and Greenland in June
2020, when the statue of Hans Egede in Nuuk, with inspiration from the Black Lives Matter
mo emen , a pain ed ed i h he o d decoloni e (Somme , 2020). S b e en l , he ocalled Eskimo-debate began when a Danish ice cream-company decided to change the name of
their Giant Eskimo ice cream (Kæmpe-Eskimo), due to several inquiries from Greenlandic
people (Baunsgaard, 2020). A number of Danish ice-cream companies have had a variant of the
Eskimo ice cream for mo e han 100 ea , b

he o d e kimo i among man G eenlandic

Inuit considered derogatory, because the name was given by the colonizers and is directly linked
to racism and Arctic orientalism (Lynge, 2010; Graugaard, 2020a). For weeks during the
Summer 2020, the issue covered all the Danish and Greenlandic news platforms with articles,
interviews, polls and debates as well as on social media (Agger, 2020). Most recently, the debate
was re-actualized when another ice cream company decided to change the name (Brøns, 2021)
According to Frank Sejersen (2004), Danish scholar in Greenlandic and Arctic Studies,
Indigenous rights have politically been absent issues in Greenland and Denmark, compared with
for example in North America. The characterization of Greenlandic people as an Indigenous
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people was new in the wider Danish public debate, and rather than associating the word Eskimo
with colonialism, the Danes associate it with nostalgia because of the ice cream (Graugaard,
2020a). Consequently, the word Eskimo is for the majority-Danes dissociated from colonialism
altogether, and thus a word that Danes insist on using without expecting to be called out as a
colonialist or racist.
Af e a ea

i h inc ea ed foc

on Denma k colonial pa in G eenland, he Dani h

prime minister, Mette Frederiksen, officially apologized to the 22 so-called Experiment-children
in Decembe 2020 (The P ime Mini e

Office 2020). An apolog

ha he Greenlandic political

parties Siumut (2019) and Inuit Ataqatigiit (2019) respectively had been encouraging for years.
In a poll from 2018, 57 % of the Danes partly or fully agreed that Greenland for the time
being ought to stay within the Unity of the Realm (Nielsen & Petersen, 2018). Now, in 2021, it is
the 300th anniversary of Hans Egede s arrival in Greenland. 300 years of colonization,
resistance, relationship, collaboration, shared history, cultural encounters, oppression and
resilience. The Danish Broadcast Corporation (DR) is currently producing a big scale
doc men a

d ama abo

Denma k and G eenland

ha ed hi o

hich ill ai hi

ea

(Gylstorf, 2020). The 300-year anniversary will hopefully serve as a momentum to continue the
inc ea ed foc

on Denma k colonial pa and G eenland decoloni a ion p oce

of ecen

years.
In 2019, a survey with Greenlandic people regarding a hypothetical referendum on full
poli ical independence ho ed ha 37 % o ld o e
o e I don kno

and 8 % o ld no

e , 35 % o ld o e no , 20 % o ld

o e (Agneman, 2020, p. 20). Ho e e , hen p e en ed

with information rega ding he economic dependencie ( he block g an ), 35 % o e
oe

no , 15 % o e

I don kno

De pi e he fac ha G eenland

and 6 % o ld no
a

e , 43 %

o e.

a a colon officiall ended in 1953, he e i a

broad consensus that colonialism continued, albeit in different shape, until at least the
introduction of the Home rule in 1979 (Petersen, 1995; Sørensen, 2007). Due to the continued
asymmetrical power relations between Denmark and Greenland today, and the fact that
Greenland is not independent, some postcolonial scholars argue that colonialism never ceased
(Loftsdóttir & Jensen, 2017; Hansen 2017, p. 34).
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4 Theory and key concepts
In this chapter, I will first outline the affect theoretical framework of the thesis, and more
specificall Sa a Ahmed

heo

of affec i e economie . Then, I ill p e en e ea ch ha

focuses on affects within the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. Finally, I conceptualize colonial
aphasia in Denmark through the concepts of Nordic exceptionalism and White innocence
respectively. These concepts will all be applied in the analysis, when I investigate the affective
economies present in Danish-Greenlandic contexts.

4.1 Affective economies
Using affect theory became relevant for the thesis during and after my conversation with Anna,
where I found myself feeling several complex and conflicting feelings. My feelings seemed to
transcend the particular context of our conversation, but I nonetheless found them difficult to
articulate academically. Employing affect theory gave me a vocabulary to do so.
In he fi

decade of 2000, an affec i e

n eme ged i hin c i ical heo

in he

humanities and the social sciences, centering emotions, feelings and the body in relation to
politics, culture and the social sphere (Clough, 2007; Andreassen & Vitus, 2016). In this thesis, I
ill d a

heo e icall on Sa a Ahmed

o k in affec heo , namel

h o gh he

o k The

Cultural Politics of Emotion (2004) and The Promise of Happiness (2010). More specifically, I
ill emplo Ahmed

heo

of affective economies.

Ahmed is critical towards any clear distinction between affect, emotion and feeling
because the world is, she argues, generally messy and thus it is not helpful to construct clear-cut
distinctions. Her reasons for using the word emotion is two-fold: that movement is
etymologically explicit in the word and that it is more commonly used in everyday language than
affect (Schmitz & Ahmed, 2014, p. 97). Her reason for not using the word feeling is the
commonl

ed e p e ion I ha e a feeling , hich i e ac l

ha Ahmed challenge in he

theory: rather than perceiving emotions as something internal which resides in the individual,
something that the individual has, she argues that emotions emerge and circulate between bodies
and signs, subjects and objects, and that the emotions exist as a means of that circulation. Thus,
emotions accumulate in the relational as a social practice. To reiterate, shame, happiness, sadness
or anxiety do not exist in the individual but emerge in the relation between the individual and the
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other subject, object or sign. According to Ahmed, emotions accumulate over time by circulation
between certain subjects (bodies) and objects. Emotions are moving sideways and backwards
through subjects and objects like rippling water:
This is what I would call the rippling effect of emotions; they move sideways (through
ick a ocia ion be een ign , fig e , and objec ) a ell a back a d ( ep e ion
always leaves its trace in the present hence ha ick i al o bo nd p i h he
ab en p e ence of hi o ici ). (Ahmed, 2004, p. 120)
The mo e an emo ion ci c la e , he mo e hi emo ion

ick

o a ce ain

bjec o objec . I i

the sticking effect of emotions, which accumulates as rippling water, that makes the past appear
in the present through historicity. Consequently, certain emotions stick to certain bodies due to
past histories of association. When entering the world, the individual does not have certain
emotions towards certain objects which then enter the collective. Rather, it is through the
indi id al alignmen

i h he collec i e ha ce ain emo ion a e linked o ce ain objec . I i

the accumulating and circulating character of emotions which makes Ahmed talk about affective
economies.
Ahmed uses the concept affect alien o de c ibe
he p omi e of happine

bjec

and ho [ he ] a e affec ed b objec

ho e pe ience a gap be

een

ha p omi e happine

(Ahmed, 2010). Ahmed exemplifies this by describing the situation where you are the only one
in a room not laughing at a joke, or if you are not feeling happy on your wedding day which
society has otherwise defined as the happiest day of your life (Ahmed, 2010). In the analysis, I
argue that this concept can also be used in the Danish-Greenlandic context when Greenlandic
subjects are rejecting the harmonic character of the Unity of the Realm.
E en ho gh Ahmed

e he e m emo ion , I ill, in pi ed b Ahl ed (2016),

feeling in he he i in ead. A Ahl ed , I oo enjo
feeling and he fac ha i pan he ( ome ime
emo ion and affec

e

he in en ional imp eci ene

e

of

igid) heo e ical di i ion be een

(Ahl ed , 2016). The imp eci ene

of he o d feeling allo

fo i o

also cover intuition, assumptions and beliefs which however manifest as feelings. In that sense,
he imp eci ene

of feeling empha i e he di c

i e cha ac e of feeling

hich ci c la e and

accumulate between subjects and bodies.
Drawing theoretically on Ahmed, Thisted (2018) argues that affective economies
established during colonialism are still dominating the Danish-Greenlandic relationship today.
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Thisted is analyzing a mail-correspondence from 2015 between Danish Else Lidegaard and
Greenlandic Makka Kleist, which Lidegaard herself has published in her memoirs 11. In the mailco e pondence, Klei i commen ing on Lidegaa d anal i of an in e ie

he did i h he .

Lidegaard has chosen to publish this mail-correspondence, incl ding he o n an
commen and objec ion , beca e he

e e a an e ample of a

and a missing responsiveness in me [Lidegaard] hich i o he

lne abili

e

o Klei

in he [Klei ]

i e diffic l o demon a e.

(Lidegaard in Thisted, 2018, p. 76). According to Lidegaard and Thisted, with whom I agree, it is
the intermediate calculations and reflections in the conversation between Lidegaard and Kleist
that is of general interest. Whenever Danes and Greenlanders step into a given context, be it
geopolitical, cultural, personal or academic, certain feelings rooted in colonialism are alwaysalready present (Thisted, 2018).
One specific affective economy investigated in the Danish-Greenlandic context is that of
shame. Kladakis (2012) has analyzed how Greenland is represented in Danish newspapers and
finds that shame is sticking differently to Danish and Greenlandic bodies. Shame is sticking to
he G eenlandic bod

h o gh hamef l de c ip ion

promiscuou beha io
g eed
j

and pecificall

ch a

ocial p oblem , alcohol ab e and

o G eenlandic poli ician h o gh de c ip ion a

and i e pon ible (Kladaki , 2012, p. 33 34). Denmark however is represented as

he oppo i e and a

on he highe c l

politicians and once mo e Dani hne

al le el i h mode n democ ac and legitimate

appea a he no m b

hich G eenlande a e j dged.

(Kladaki , 2012, p. 33). Shame i al o icking o he Dani h bodie d e o Denma k colonial
history, but differently from the Greenlandic bodies. Whereas the Greenlandic body reacts by
turning away from the shame, the Danish body can mobilize the shame into something positive
beca e he Whi e, Dani h
o he

bjec occ pie a p i ileged po i ion a a

bjec ha i no

i e a ocia ed i h hame. (Kladakis, 2012, p. 40). By mobilizing the shame into

ome hing po i i e, Kladaki i efe ing o Ahmed a g men ha hame can be

ed in na ion-

building (Ahmed, 2004), which I will also unfold in the analysis.

11

P bli hed in Med no dl i jnene Gen kin f a e li med G nland om balla
eyes - Reflec ion f om a life i h G eenland a balla ] (2016)

[ Wi h Northern lights in the
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4.2 Colonial complicity and colonial aphasia
Along with the rest of the Nordic countries, Denmark has managed to brand itself as a small, just
and equal country, priding itself with its welfare-state and its happy citizens (Andreassen &
Vitus, 2016). The myth of the benevolent Nordic void of colonial complicity (Keskinen et al.,
2009) ha been efe ed o a No dic e cep ionali m. No dic e cep ionali m ha

in e nall and

globally produced an image of the Nordic countries as mono-cultural and homogenous
predominantly white nation-states, dominated by c l

al no m of nma ked hi ene

(Andreassen & Vitus, 2016, p. 11). It also expresses the idea that the Nordic countries were
located in the periphery of European colonialism (Loftsdóttir & Jensen, 2012, p. 2), and thus
he hold no colonial hango er of cultural oppression, economic exploitation and political
ep e ion (Palmbe g, 2009, p. 75). Common fo he No dic co n ie i al o an e hnic
homogeneity which has created a normativity of whiteness, that has resulted in racism being
perceived as an exceptional, heinous behavior rather than as a fundamental and inherited
ideology (Palmberg, 2009; Rastas, 2019). Albeit a well-preserved and steadfast myth, Nordic
exceptionalism is historically inaccurate. Denmark was the seventh largest slave nation based on
the number of slaves embarked to the Americas (Gøbel, 2001; Blaagaard, 2010) 12. Denmark
established trading posts at Tharangambadi and Puducherry on the east coast of India in 1620, a
colony on the Gold Coast (Ghana) in 1685 and on St. Thomas, St. John and St. Croix (today US.
Virgin Islands) in 1665 (Jensen, 2016). In 1721, Denmark colonized Greenland.
In continuation of the above, political scientist and historian Benedict Anderson
described Denmark excruciatingly clear in 2005, when he argued that:
All historians know that Denmark was once an empire. But I understand that it is not
something that your children learn in school. Instead, they learn about this little friendly,
harmless country with its kind people. Well, out of this kindness is growing a malignant
intolerance which is quickly aimed at its own opposite. (cited in Kaarsholm, 2005, my
translation).
Ande on

o e bo h poin

o No dic e cep ionali m a

ell a colonial apha ia; a fi m belief

by the Danes that they are exempt from colonialism sustained through a systemic ignorance. A
year later in 2006, the Danish curatorial collective Kuratorisk Aktion curated the exhibition
project Rethinking Nordic Colonialism: A Postcolonial Exhibition Project in Five Acts for the
12

Recent research argues that Denmark was the 5th biggest slave trade (Stawski 2018)
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Nordic Institute for Contemporary Art (Kuratorisk Aktion, 2006). The project consisted of
exhibitions, workshops and conferences during seven months in 2006 across the Nordic
countries (Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden). Fifty-six
international artists, theorists, politicians and activists participated in investigating why and how
the colonial past has been forgotten in the Nordic and how it seems to be reproducing itself as
xenophobia and nationalism (Kuratorisk Aktion, 2006). Consequently, a postcolonial debate
started to manifest within Danish academia.
Ho e e , he in e e in Denma k colonial pa
the 100- ea commemo a ion of Denma k

a fi

main eamed a o nd and af e

an fe of he i land Sain Thoma , Sain John and

Saint Croix (known as the Danish West Indies at the time) to the US in 1917. In 2017, the fivevolume popular history work Denmark and the Colonies (Gulløv, 2017) was published.
According to the authors, the volumes concerning each colony are from the perspective of the
colony, whereas the fifth volume is from a Danish perspective (Gulløv, 2017). In this regard, it is
interesting to note that five out of the six authors of the volume about Greenland are Danish (the
sixth is Greenlandic). Nonetheless, the five-volume publication, a series of museum exhibitions
and the emergence of academic scholarship at the time of the commemoration show that
Denma k colonial pa i no en i el fo go en. I ha al o fo nd i
through news articles and rec

en p blic di c

a in o he p blic

ion on apologie (The P ime Mini e

Office, 8.12.2020). This is why colonial aphasia (Stoler, 2011), rather than colonial amnesia
(Blaagaard, 2010), is perhaps a more fitting concept to explain the mainstream Danish perception
and knowledge of the colonial past, which I will now elaborate on.
The na ional igno ance and neglec ion of Denma k colonial pa can be concep ali ed
as colonial aphasia, a term coined by Ann Laura Stoler, scholar in anthropology and history
(2011). Aphasia i , in he clinical defini ion, a cogni i e defici in he b ain hich ca e

a

dismembering, a difficulty of speaking, a difficulty generating a vocabulary that associates
app op ia e o d and concep
impo an fo S ole

i h app op ia e hing . (S ole , 2011, p. 125). Thus, which is

conceptualization, it is the occlusion of knowledge as well as a lexical and

conceptual dissociation, which is the main effect of aphasia. When coined with the word
colonial , S ole (2011, p. 153) aim o e plain he na ional poli ical di o de and o bled
p chic pace

hich cha ac e i e ma e conce ning he colonial pa and legac of We e n
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Europe13. Similar concepts within postcolonial theory include collective amnesia 14 and colonial
amnesia15. Stoler however argues that the issue is neither
stubborn ignorance nor sudden knowledge. It is the confused and clogged spaces in
between [...] It reflects on the conceptual processes, academic conventions, and affective
practices that both elicit and elude recognition of how colonial histories matter and how
colonial pasts become muffled or manifest [...]. (Stoler, 2011, p. 122).
Thus, colonial aphasia describes a political disorder in which the nation is incapable of
articulating its colonial past and legacy in contemporary society. Whenever the colonial past is
referred to, it is either muffled, not recognized as a colonial past or as belonging to the national
hi o . In ead, endle

eplacemen of ca ego ie

collap e in o incommen

abili

i h incomp ehensible associations that

are produced (Stoler, 2011, p. 154). This impaired vocabulary

of the colonial and postcolonial then impairs knowledge, knowledge production and historical
consciousness. In the Danish context, scholar in intercultural studies, Lars Jensen (2016, p. 15),
argues that despite the fact that the contemporary is close to the colonial moment through
po colonial

c

e , i con in e o be een ei he a a pha e e ha e al a

through, o a a momen

e ha e al a

al ead pa ed

al ead lo . Al ho gh no offe ing a emed fo hi

political disorder, Stoler offers colonial aphasia as an analytical tool to identify the places in
which occlusions of knowledge are produced and incommensurably maintained h o gh he
irretrievability of a vocabulary, a limited access to it, a simultaneous presence of a thing and its
ab ence, a p e ence and he mi ecogni ion of i . (S ole , 2011, p. 145).

4.3 White innocence
As mentioned above, Nordic exceptionalism is closely linked to whiteness. Gloria Wekker
(2016), Afro-Surinamese Dutch professor, has coined the concept White innocence to describe
the normativity of whiteness in West-European countries and how that informs their national
self-understanding16. Wekker d a

on Ed a d Said (1993) concep

he c l

al a chi e o

13

Stoler however specifically works with colonial aphasia in relation to France (Stoler, 2011).
See Noiriel, G. (1995). Immigration: Amnesia and Memory. French Historical Studies, 19(2), 367-380.
doi:10.2307/286777
15
See Donadey, A. (1999) "Between Amnesia and Anamnesis: Re-Membering the Fractures of Colonial History,"
Studies in 20th Century Literature: Vol. 23: Iss. 1, Article 8. https://doi.org/10.4148/2334-4415.1457 ; Blaagaard, B.
(2010). Remembering Nordic Colonialism: Danish Cultural Memory in Journalistic Practice. KULT.Postkolonial
Temaserie, 7, 101-121. http://www.postkolonial.dk/
16
For more scholarship on whiteness, see Bonilla-Silva 2013, Yancy 2015
14
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explain the well from which the European self-representation, and White innocence, stems. The
c l

al a chi e i a e e oi

which foregrounds the centrality of imperialism to Western

culture. The cultural archive has influenced historical cultural configurations and current
dominant and cherished self- ep e en a ion and c l

e. (Wekke , 2016, p. 2). I

gge

ha

Nordic exceptionalism is situated in the cultural archive alongside White innocence. Wekker
argues that the cultural archive cultivates a Dutch self-understanding as being a mall, b

j

ethical nation; color-blind, thus free of racism; as being inherently on the moral and ethical high
ground, thus a guiding light to other folk and na ion . (Wekke , 2016, p. 2). A elfunderstanding that can easily be transferred to the Danish context where whiteness is the implicit
norm against which everything else is measured (Andreassen & Ahmed-Andresen, 2014). To
Wekker, White innocence is the answer to the paradox of claiming to be color-blind but
simultaneously othering and racializing everyone that diverges from whiteness. Together with
Nordic exceptionalism, White innocence is thus at the very core of the Danish selfunderstanding.
Wekker refers to Toni Morrison17 who in an interview with Paul Gilroy in 1993 famously
a g ed ha

he [E opean coloni e ] had o deh mani e, no j

he la e b

They have had to reconstruct everything in order to make that system appea

hem el e .

e. (ci ed in

Wekker, 2016, p. 3). This raises the questions of what colonization has done to not only the
colonized, but the colonizer as well, and how justifying colonization has affected the selfunderstanding of Europeans. Wekker suggests that White innocence is one of the myths that
smaller former colonies cling to in order to legitimize their colonial past. In situations where the
secret is revealed and the myth challenged, the White innocence is thus threatened. This is
devastating to the White majority whose self-understanding is premised on the legitimization of
colonialism. American author Robin DiAngelo 18 (2018) has coined the term White fragility to
describe the discomfort and defensiveness that often appear in White people when faced with
e ion of ace and aci m. The di comfo
ne

al hi ene

ela e o ha ing one o he

poin ed o , and he defen i ene

ie

ppo edl

i ela ed o, I o ld a g e, ha ing one

White innocence challenged. One example is how Danish students react with skepticism,
17

Afro-American acclaimed author, scholar and Nobel laureate (Princeton University, n.d.)
DiAngelo has received criticism for being a White woman profiting off of what Black people have been
articulating for years, by coining the concept White fragility. I nonetheless use the concept because I have not come
across other terms that encapsulate this issue, and because it merely serves a minor role in the thesis.
18
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discomfort and nervous laughter when their White innocence is faced with historical accounts of
the cruelties of colonialism (Andersen, 2017, p. 251)
The concepts White innocence and White fragility are useful in analyzing how the Dane
navigates her whiteness and colonial complicity in a dialogue on postcolonialism, which will be
in e iga ed in chap e 5. The capi ali a ion of Whi e empha i e ha White is not the neutral
position to a racialized other, but a distinct perspective.

4.4 Thematic analysis
Thematic analysis is a qualitative method employed to identify patterns of meanings in data sets,
which the researcher then generates into themes. Through subsequent analysis, these themes
illuminate meanings relevant for the research (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Thematic analysis is not
fixed to one scientific paradigm and is thus theoretically and epistemologically flexible (Braun &
Clarke, 2019). That does however not equal the realist assumption that the analysis is
independent from the researcher. It solely means that the researcher has the flexibility to choose
the paradigm, because it is not given. Thus, no themes simply emerge from the data in a vacuum
but are all informed by the theoretical or epistemological lens chosen by the researcher, which in
this case is the postcolonial Indigenous paradigm. Thematic analysis is therefore a tool to do
analysis rather than a method or methodology (Braun et al., 2015). The type of thematic analysis
I have employed has five steps: 1) familiarizing with the data, 2) generating initial codes, 3)
searching for themes, 4) reviewing themes and 5) defining and naming themes (Clarke & Braun,
2006). My thematic analysis was semi-inductive in the sense that I did not look for pre-existing
theoretical concepts, but nonetheless had a slight idea of topics that might occur from my
familiarization with the sources. My thematic analysis was moreover conducted on a latent rather
than a semantic level, because I looked for patterns of meanings not necessarily explicit in the
sources (Braun et al., 2015).
Step 1 and 2 of the coding processes I did manually. Step 1 of the coding process began
by transcribing the recorded conversation. In step 2, I read through the transcription to
familiarize myself with the data and subsequently started generating initial codes by writing in
the margins. I used the software Atlas.ti for step 3 to 5 of the coding process. In Atlas.ti, I
transformed my initial codes into 22 code groups, which I then merged into six themes. I then
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reviewed the themes by revisiting the data, and then finally ended up with the three following
themes:
1. Danish feelings of protectiveness and entitlement
2. White tears: Danish feelings of shame, guilt and apathy
3.

We a e c l

e bea e

: Dani h e ea che efle i i

and po i ionali
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5 Analysis
The aim of dialogical pe fo mance i o b ing elf and o he oge he o ha he can e ion,
debate, and challenge one ano he . (Con e good, 1985, p. 9).
The analysis will be guided by the three themes that I developed from my sources through the
thematic analysis, and is theoretically grounded in affect theory, more specifically affective
economies. By employing analytic autoethnography, I will in chapter 5.1 and 5.2 analyze how
feelings emerge and are being circulated by me vis-à-vis Anna, as well as other Greenlanders I
have spoken to, when the context is concerning the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. I will also
be analyzing my reflections before, during and after these conversations and throughout the
thesis process. These individual and particular feelings will be related to a broader Danish
context, and thus allow me to investigate how these feelings are connected to colonial aphasia.
Moreover, I will in chapter 5.3 analyze how the employment of reflexivity affects the thesis
itself, as well as how my positionality plays into the research context. The themes I developed
through the thematic analysis are:
5.1:

Danish feelings of protectiveness and entitlement

5.2:

White tears: Danish feelings of shame, guilt and apathy

5.3:

We a e c l

e bea e

: Dani h e ea che efle i i

and po i ionali

Thisted a g e ha in he Dani h-Greenlandic set up the roles are divided so that it is primarily
the Greenlanders who feel and the Danes who analyze and ea on. (Thi ed, 2018, p. 78, m
translation). As an example, Lidegaard does not explicitly reveal her own feelings in her analysis
of her e-mail co e pondence i h Klei , b

ea on abo

Klei

feeling on mo e occa ion .

By using analytic autoethnography, my aim is to reveal my own feelings in the postcolonial
meeting with Anna, and other Greenlanders, in order to find new perspectives to the phenomena
of colonial aphasia as well as to employ reflexivity on my positionality. Researcher reflexibility
can not only illuminate privilege and prejudice but also helps embracing vulnerability. Doing so
can encourage conversations on sensitive topics, social taboos and consequently create social
transformations (Parkes, 2015), which I find highly relevant in the Danish-Greenlandic
postcolonial relationship which is immersed with feelings.
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5.1 Danish feelings of protectiveness and entitlement
In my thematic analysis, I found that feelings of entitlement and protectiveness are emerging in
me while speaking to Anna. Feelings that are according to Thisted (2018) sticking to Danish
bodies in general. In this section, I will analyze how and why these feelings emerge, how I
navigate them and how reflexivity plays a role in that process.
As mentioned in the introduction, Danes and Greenlanders have
asymmetrical power positions

despite historical

been entangled in close, personal relations with one another and

still are today in terms of friendships, marriages, working relations etc. However,
there is a line which both parts are guarding zealously. In a split second the individual
can go from being just oneself to suddenl inca na e he Dane o he G eenlande
ih
all the baggage that these figures carry. (Thisted, 2018, p. 72, my translation).
In that split second, the affective economies come into play and negotiations of historicity,
identity and power relations begin.
I suggest that an example of the so-called split second in which the transformation from
individuality to nationality occurs is when Danes visit Greenland for the first time, as here
explained by Anna:
when they [Danes] come here, they know nothing, and they support us [Greenlanders] in
our strive to become more free. But the more they are here and realize what is at stake,
the harder it is for them to let go of. They start to feel ownership.
Once, Anna guided a Danish TV-production crew to the icefjord in Ilulissat, Greenland. She told
a Danish man something similar to the quote above and asked him to take notice of his feelings
when visiting the icefjord. After the visit, the man told Anna that he could recognize what she
had told him, and that he could feel it growing within him. Anna recalls:
And then he continued to speak about the role of the Unity of the Realm [...] He got this
ge o p o ec G eenland: If e did no ha e hi ela ion, ha o ld happen to
Greenland in regard to geopoli ic ? He almo i a ed him elf in he po i ion of a
protector. But Denmark could not do without NATO either. The Dane in him was
awakened up here. He arrived as a human, but he left as a Dane.
The feelings activated in the Danish man mirror the parental metaphor of the DanishGreenlandic relationship in which Denmark is the mother and caretaker of the child Greenland
(Gad, 2008). This metaphor has been established discursively through the coloniality of power
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es abli hed a he beginning of Denma k coloni a ion of G eenland. Since coloniali
transcends colonialism, feelings such as generosity, compassion and responsibility are today still
circulating and sticking to Danish bodies, whereas inadequacy, gratefulness and submissiveness
are sticking to the Greenlandic body (Thisted, 2018, p. 85). Generosity and compassion often
associated with a matriarch, whereas control and protectionism are associated with a patriarch.
Therefore, I find it important to note that the Mother-Child metaphor is a part of a Danish
di co

e, c ea ed f om a Dani h pe pec i e. I e eal

ome hing abo

Denma k

elf-

understanding as well as how control and protectionism is disguised as compassion and
generosity.
We cannot know the actual feelings of the Danish man mentioned but standing in front of
the spectacular icefjord did make him initiate a conversation on the importance of the Unity of
he Realm and hence Denma k

p o ec ion of G eenland geopoli icall . The feeling of bo h

entitlement and protectiveness emerging in him as a Danish subject vis-à-vis the natural wonders
of Greenland, can be related to colonial nostalgia: the retrospective desire and longing for a time
when Denmark was an empire (Lorcin, 2013). The feelings of protectiveness and entitlement
were established during colonialism but accumulated over time and thus present in the
postcolonial context as coloniality of power.
When hearing Anna's anecdote, I felt distanced from the feelings that according to Anna
(re)emerged in the Danish man. I had never been to Greenland myself and I had so far never felt
any inclination to protect Greenland either. While discussing another Danish person's relation to
Greenland, I realized how I felt rather safe. I was participating in the conversation as an
individual and not as a Dane per se. However, within the so-called split second, the affective
economies present in our relationship were activated by Anna:
You should almost make a trip up here [to Greenland], and then be extremely observant
of o elf and ee ha i doe o o . B
o e a oman. I don kno if ha make a
difference.
Anna challenges me and the affective negotiations are again active. This is a negotiation in the
sense that Anna is challenging my position; am I, despite my decolonial agenda, any different
than most Danes she has encountered? At first, I felt nervous and uneasy but then relieved when
she alleviated my complicity by mentioning my gender. I felt uneasy because Anna addressed
me directly and positioned me in the same role as the Danish man. A man who I do not know
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and whose feelings and behavior I do not identify with. Anna reminds me that we might talk
abo

he Dane , b

I ho ld no fo ge ha I am incl ded in ha ca ego

oo. She in i s on

me not escaping the Danish marker and becoming just an individual, and I am reminded of the
feelings that stick to my Danish body.
I el de he challenge b onl

e ponding o he ema k abo

[if my gender has an effect], perhap o ome deg ee , and hen I

m gende : I don kno
ickl

edi ec he

conversation. Despite feeling distanced from the Danish man in the anecdote, I nevertheless
retrospectively know that the feelings of protectiveness and generosity do in fact appear in me
during the conversation. Discussing the Danish arguments pro the Unity of the Realm, I say to
Anna:
The e i al o hi kind of conde cending, pa e nali ic [Dani h a g men ha ] he USA
doe n' an ha i be [fo G eenland] , and pe hap i abo
hmm. Perhaps
Denmark really is he le e of o e il , o pe hap i no , b I don kno .
I am criticizing and distancing myself from what I call a paternalistic argument about the USA,
but at the same time suggesting exactly the same in regard to Denmark. The reason for my
wavering and my imprecise formulation is that I am aware that what I say is problematic from a
decolonial perspective. Problematic, because no one colonizes innocently (Césaire, 2000[1972],
p. 39) and that (neo)colonialism cannot be divided into good and bad (Lynge, 2006). Anna
actually responds to my comment with similar words of Césaire and Lynge. Knowing this, and
a a e of he fac ha he e

p emi e of he le e -e il a g men i coloniali , I ne e hele

do feel that Denmark is the lesser of two evils in regard to the present-day geopolitical context in
Greenland. When I after the conversation reflected about my conflicting feelings, I wrote the
following in my thesis notebook:
I do think that Greenlandic affairs should not be Danish business, and that Greenland
should of course decide whomever they want to corporate with. But it seems that I cannot
disagree with Denmark being the lesser evil [in regards] to geopolitics and Greenland. I
wonder if this is a feeling of protectiveness towards Greenland or a general nationalistic
and Eurocentric behavior since I, in most contexts, would regard Denmark (and Europe)
as a the lesser evil in comparison to USA (and Russia and China). I know my opinion as
a Dane is irrelevant in terms of the Greenlandic future.. The goal is to realize that what
Greenland should and should not do is not for me to judge nor comment on. I should just
listen. So is my behavior neocolonial and p o ec ioni o j
gene all na ionali ic?
I ea ie for me to disregard the argument [about lesser evils] as nonsense all together
because of its colonial premise.
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In my reflection, it is visible that there is a discrepancy between what I know in terms of my
postcolonial and decolonial training and how I feel as a Dane. What I at the time articulated as a
question of protectionism and neocolonialism vs. nationalism and eurocentrism, I can now
collapse into the concept of Nordic exceptionalism, which is shaped and sustained by the myth of
Denma k a he gen le coloni e . I hink ha G eenlandic affai a e no Dani h b ine , I
support the increase of Greenlandic self-determination and I do not feel any protectiveness
towards Greenland. However, these opinions seem to only exist in a vacuum. In the moment that
Greenlandic geopolitics are discussed, I insert Denmark as a reference point. Thus, despite my
postcolonial training I circulate feelings of protectiveness towards Greenland. My (and the
Dani h man ) feeling a e no a bi a

and coinciden al. They have been circulating and thus

accumulating in accordance with historical patterns shaped by the asymmetric power relations
between Denmark and Greenland established in colonialism. These feelings however continue to
accumulate through Danish bodies and in this way neither I nor the Danish man are situated
outside the colonial context as innocent subjects. We are inevitably entangled in it and thus have
a responsibility to work against it. My strategy for navigating and not circulating those feelings
are, as described in my reflections earlier, to actively engage with my own position, to be
efle i e and o di mi

e ion

i h colonial p emi e like

ho i he le e e il? all

together.
At a time during our conversation, I mentioned how the Unity of the Realm is not on the
Danish school curriculum, how Danish people know little about Greenland in general and how, if
they do, know only about climate and nature (Epinion, 2018). I also addressed how this
ignorance has been explanatory of the Danish prejudices of Greenlanders (Mino Danmark,
2020):
Sofie: However, if we should know more about Greenland in Denmark, I also think that
he media ole i impo an in ha , beca e
Anna:

b

I al o don kno if... To ho e benefi ho ld ha be?

Sofie: That what?
Anna: That Danes know more about Greenlandic affairs. The more they know, the more
ownership they want. Because we [Greenlanders] are so innate to the Danish identity and
history.
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By saying that Greenland plays a role in Danish identity, Anna is referring to the anecdote of the
icefjord and the Danish man. This also reminds me of something Martin Breum, Danish author
and jo nali foc ing on he A c ic, ha

aid abo

G eenland

ole o he Dani h people: We

[Danes] have more than a thousand years of history in Greenland. Of course, that has an effect
on the public soul of the Danish people. (Niel en & Pe e en, 21.4.2018).
Re

ning o Anna

ema k, I a p

led b

he pa ado

ha kno ledge f om an

educational perspective was increasing understanding, but from a Foucauldian perspective
increasing power. On several occasions and from both Greenlanders as well as Danes working
with learning material on the Danish-Greenlandic relationship, I have heard that knowledge is
key. I have also read how ignorance plays a crucial role in sustaining colonial aphasia. Also,
Anna he elf ha ea lie e plained ho Dane in G eenland complimen na

e [...] b

ne e a an hing abo

arted to notice a

he c l

e. La e in he

i ing p oce

I ho e e

he

change in my feelings in accordance with the accumulation of my knowledge of Greenland.
From never having had a special interest in Greenland before starting my thesis work, I had
developed an intense interest in Greenlandic affairs be it cultural, social or political. Of course,
working intensively with a self-chosen topic often increases interest, but this has an affective
dimension as well. Besides familiarizing myself with research on the Danish-Greenlandic
relationship, I was attending several talks and events, listening to several podcasts, watching
documentaries as well as exhibitions all on Greenlandic history and culture. I would
decoloni e m In ag am-account by mostly following Greenlandic Inuit (mostly activists
and/or artists) and other Indigenous peoples to get a (curated) perspective into daily lives in
Greenland as well as current political topics. I would share Greenlandic content and amplify
Greenlandic voices, conversate with Greenlandic people, publicly comment on contemporary
Danish-Greenlandic issues and fiercely discuss these issues with friends and family members. I
was completely immersed into the topic of Greenland. Again, I saw how the feeling of
protectiveness was emerging in me. Twice, friends of my friends wanted to get in contact with
me because they were writing assignments or exams about Greenlandic topics, and my friends
had told them that I was aware of interesting research to read and interesting Greenlandic Inuit to
follow (on Instagram). It gave me some very conflicting feelings. I felt that I had spent months
engaging with Greenlandic history, politics and culture as well as Indigenous research
methodologies in order to be as informed and reflective as possible while doing the research.
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Therefore, I was reluctant to just give them what had taken me months to gain and understand.
At the same time, I thought that they were reproducing exactly what I was trying to help
dismantle by not engaging in the field and by writing about Greenlandic topics such as identity,
self-determination or other political issues. I wanted to challenge them on why and for whose
benefit they were doing that research. Retrospectively, it is excruciating to see how protective of
Greenland I became and how I almost perceived myself as a gatekeeper. Even though my
intentions were related to undoing colonial harm, my behavior retrospectively gives me
associations of the paternalistic and protectionist character of Danish colonial policy in
Greenland (Graugaard, 2009, p. 10). In this way Anna had been right in her argument that
increased knowledge about Greenland can lead to increased feelings of protectiveness in Danes,
exactly because these protective and paternalistic feelings are already circulating between Danish
bodies and past associations of history.
In this chapter 5.1, I have shown how feelings of protectiveness and entitlement are
circulated by me when discussing with Anna. Prior to the analysis I did not expect these feelings
to emerge because of my schooling in postcolonial studies and decolonial studies. They were
however activated when we discussed the postcolonial relationship within a geopolitical context.
Wi h Anna e c cia ingl clea
Dane . I

gge

o d , one can a

ha I a i ed a a human and left as a

ha he e feeling a e linked o Denma k p o ec ioni colonial polic d ing

colonialism. This is still present today as coloniality of power which ultimately sustains Danish
feelings of protectiveness and entitlement towards Greenland. It was difficult for me to address
and accept these feelings because I had been clinging to the myth of Nordic exceptionalism. In
this way, feelings of protectiveness and entitlement towards Greenland are so ingrained in the
Dane, and in the Danish self-understanding, that we cannot recognize it as coloniality.
Ultimately, this manifested as colonial aphasia.

5.2 White tears: Danish feelings of shame, guilt and apathy
In this section, I will analyze how feelings of guilt and shame are circulated by the Dane when
discussing the Danish-Greenlandic postcolonial relationship as well as questions regarding the
current Greenlandic decolonization effort.
As mentioned in the methodology section, I among others contacted an Inuit activist
through Instagram in regard to choosing my thesis topic. I was nervous of contacting her,
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because I knew of the frustration of Indigenous people being contacted by non-Indigenous
students and scholars. Moreover, as a decolonization activist, she had been vocal about her
critical view on Denmark on her Instagram profile. Supportive of her work and her opinions, I
was nonetheless nervous of offending her with my non-Indigenous and Danish presence.
Feeling

hich a e mi o ed b Lidegaa d, ho e o pec i el a k : The

e ion a if e

came off a o e bea ing hen e ook ini ia i e . (Lidegaa d in Thi ed, 2018, p. 183, m
translation). However, I chose to contact her anyway because my purpose was not to ask her to
take part in a research but to ask her about the relevance of a research idea. The activist was
polite, open and interested in commenting on whatever research idea I had. I immediately felt
ashamed for having thought anything else, since all Greenlandic Inuit I had spoken to had been
kind.
When I pitched my (very preliminary) research idea, a collaborative project between
Greenlandic and Danish youth, she turned it down immediately. She answered in a direct manner
that I ought to look at the Danes only, since it is the Danes who do not understand the
postcolonial problems, and therefore the solution is not found in a collaboration but among the
Danes alone. She moreover wrote that it could feel like a waste of time for Greenlanders to enter
a dialogue which premise was already unequal 19. Seeing he ac i i

epl made me feel

ashamed, embarrassed and frustrated. Ashamed of having failed to reach out in a good way
despite my countless reflections about how to do so, embarrassed for losing face and frustrated
for feeling misunderstood. The experience left me feeling devastated and I felt paralyzed in
moving forward with the thesis. This was nonetheless a tremendous overreaction fueled by my
White fragility (DiAngelo, 2018): the discomfort and defensiveness that often appear in White
people when faced with questions of whiteness, racism and colonialism. As White, and in this
specific context also a Dane, I am not used to my intentions being questioned. In the DanishGreenlandic context, I belong to the group who majorly analyses and reasons about Greenland
and whose intentions, be it during colonialism or in the present, are in the mainstream discourse
always portrayed as good. The cultural experiment with 22 Greenlandic children sent to
Denmark in 1951, as mentioned in chapter 3, is one example. Both at the time of the experiment
(Walling, 2004; Jensen et al., 2020) as well as in the recent official apology made by Danish

19

I do not insert a direct quotation here, since this conversation was originally not meant to be used for data.
Therefore, I do not have a consent to quote it directly.
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prime mini e Me e F ede ik en (The P ime Mini e

Office, 2020), he good in en ion a e

empha i ed. The empha i on Denma k good in en ion i a a of main aining o

elf-

understanding, our White innocence (Wekker, 2016), as a small, just and ethical nation.
Frederiksen and previous prime ministers (Helle Thorning-Schmidt, Lars Løkke Ramussen) have
con in ed o foc

on Denma k in en ion in he Dani h-Greenlandic relationship to diffuse the

focus of the impact, and I do exactly the same. I know that my intentions are well-meant and thus
I feel mi nde ood and f

a ed b

he ac i i

epl . Ho e e , beca e I am o fi a ed on

my intentions, I do not recognize my impact. The impact of well-meaning Danes swamping
Greenlandic people with research proposals, which I was criticizing in the first place.
When the activist refuses to circulate the feelings of generosity and helpfulness that
historically have been, and are, sticking to Danish bodies, and thus to my body, she is what
Ahmed defines as an affect alien (Ahmed, 2010). After her reply, we exchanged a couple of
messages on the topic, but it was mostly me trying to explain myself to regain my face. I had
reached out to hear her opinion and even asked her to tell me if the idea was rubbish, but my
White fragility could not bear her honesty.
In her dissertation, Naimah Hussain (2018) shares a story of similar feelings of shame
and frustration. As a journalist intern in Greenland, she had made a phone call to Greenlandic
Aqqaluk Lynge20 in order to in e ie him abo
G eenlandic , a
in G eenland. H

a epo

he fo m la ed i . L nge la ghingl

hich a

onl p bli hed in

epea ed he ema k and answered,

ea e

ain ecall :

I become ashamed, offended and simultaneously sad. Ashamed, because I suddenly
become embarrassingly aware of being positioned in the role of a Dane and for having
made a po colonial bl nde . B im l aneo l offended b being placed in ha
position by a man I do not know and who does not know me. The seemingly small word
onl and a ling i ic mi nde anding poin o an i e i hin he G eenlandic con e
which is not about me. Or the man in the other end of the phone line. But about
historicity and some strong feelings about the relationship between Denmark and
Greenland, and about positions in the composition of the Greenlandic society that are
connected to strong feelings. From both sides. (Hussain 2018, p. i)
H

ain e pe ience i a pe fec e ample of he pli econd (Thi ed, 2018) he e indi id al

are transformed into Danes and Greenlanders respectively. Like me, Hussain feels ashamed for

20

Former president of the Inuit Circumpolar Council, former member of the Inatsisartut (Parliament of Greenland)
and one of the founders of the political party Inuit Ataqatigiit.
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ncon cio l ha ing made a po colonial bl nde and h

ac i a ing he no o io

postcolonial machinery. She feels offended for being positioned in the role of a Dane, whereas I
feel f

a ed fo being mi nde ood a

ch. De pi e manife ing in diffe en

n an ed

feeling , he oo of he e feeling ba icall come do n o ha ing one po i ion, iden i

and

intentions questioned. A position that Danes in the Danish-Greenlandic context is not often
situated in, and which therefore invokes our White fragility. White innocence keeps us fixated on
our intentions rather than impacts and White fragility keeps us from being reflective and
reflexive when being challenged. In that sense White innocence, White fragility and colonial
aphasia has a mutual reinforcing effect.
H

ain define he e pe ience a a ling i ic mi nde anding ha poin

ome hing in he G eenlandic con e

ha

o

an cend he a an indi id al. Tha pecific

ome hing i he affec i e economie acc m la ing h o gh pa hi o ie of a ociation, and to
that extent I agree with her that it transcends her as an individual. It also reminds me of
something an Inuk told me in a conversation once, that when Greenlanders react with frustration
in a Greenlandic-Danish context, the frustration is rooted in the postcolonial structures and rarely
the individual Dane. That comforted me and my fragility, just as I can imagine that perceiving
he e pe ience a a mi nde anding ha

a no abo

he , comfo ed H

ain. Ho e e , I

think that this perception can be problematic because it can become an excuse to not work
against the postcolonial structures as an individual. Even though the feelings of protectiveness,
superiority, generosity and entitlement have been accumulated by Danish subjects vis á vis
Greenlandic subjects since the beginning of colonialism, we are as individual accomplices in
ci c la ing hem. When H

ain a

economie , a e poin ing o an i

ha he pecific ome hing , ha I call affec i e

e i hin he G eenlandic con e

, and when I am nervous of

how to navigate my Danishness only when entering a dialogue with a Greenlandic person, it
shows that we consider the postcolonial, and coloniality in general, to only exist in a Greenlandic
context. As something that exists over there, but not really here. There seems to be a complexity
a o ho and ha con i

e and con in e

he po colonial be een indi id al . Thi

manifests in colonial aphasia because we only consider coloniality as something related to and
formative of the (previously) colonized, but not as something inherent in us as well.
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In my analysis I also identified how feelings of shame turned into guilt. During the
conversation I addressed my indignation of the unequal relationship between Denmark and
Greenland, when Anna commented:
Anna: Yo ha e inhe i ed ome hing ha
Sofie: Some kind of, I don kno if i
does not help either
Anna:

you really sho ldn

o don

an o inhe i [la ghing].

hame o g il . I hink ha g il , o he like, ha

because then you again change the focus to yourself

Sofie: Yes, exactly, because
Anna: beca e hen i
more of a taboo

ge ing eall diffic l fo

! Beca e hen i become e en

Sofie: Yes, because
Anna: because then we activate the bad consciousness of the Danes and it is not at all
their bad consciousness that this is about. Again, they change focus to themselves.
Sofie: Yes, and
Anna: and then it ends with us too, we who call out for more [economic] selfsustainability and sovereignty, start to hold back a bit.
Sofie: I really agree, and I also think that this among other things is what I have learned
from [the] Black Lives Matter [movement], we cannot use the tears of the White for
anything [...] and I also became really frustrated of myself for being frustrated in the first
place, and f
a ed f om no doing an hing, and I didn
an o j
i and feel g il
because then we will not go anywhere either.
Ahlstedt (2016) notes that the feelings that circulate between bodies in a conversation are not
always visible in text. I therefore find it relevant to mention that no matter how excruciating and
awkward the dialogue above looks in text it did not feel that way to me in that moment.
Evidently, my response above is in no means sophisticated, but by communicating in an open
and friendly manner, Anna did not allow me to lose face. Returning to the quote, there seem to
appear a form of discrepancy between what I know theoretically and how I then react in practice
(as also discussed in chapter 5.1). Even though I am theoretically perfectly aware that I take up
space to reconcile my own White (settler) guilt (Katz 2003, [1978]; Tuck & Yang, 2012; Gunew,
2017), I have a pressing need to express my indignation in order to position myself as an ally and
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to distance myself from Danes who do not acknowledge coloniality. As seen in the quotation, I
con in o l

o e plain m elf in be

een Anna

en ence , in ead of epping back and

just listening. Even after Anna clearly argues why I should not take up this space, I continue to
express my frustrations of the situation and then, only after that, conclude that it is unproductive
and problematic to do so. Thus, I end up centering myself in a conversation while trying to
navigate the feelings of shame and guilt.
Kladakis (2012) argues that shame sticks to Danish bodies in different ways than to
Greenlandic bodies. In Danish representations, shame sticks to Greenlandic bodies in chains of
associations informed by social problems and Arctic orientalism. It sticks to Danish bodies
because of Denmark( pa ) a a colonial po e . Ho e e , he Whi e, Dani h

bject [holds] a

privileged position as a subject which is otherwise not associated with shame. Therefore, it can
embrace the shame and mobilize i a a po i i e, an fo ming

a eg . (Kladaki , 2012, p. 40,

my translation). This transforming strategy can be mobilized into alleviating shame and White
e le g il in he Dani h indi id al a
inj

ell a he Dani h na ion: ho e ho i ne

ice h o gh feeling na ional hame a e aligned i h each o he a

he pa

ell-meaning

indi id al ; if o feel hame, o a e in . (Ahmed, 2004, p. 109). Tha i e ac l

ha I aim

to do when explaining myself to Anna. In their popularized essay Decolonization Is Not a
Metaphor (2012), Eve Tuck and Wayne Yang (2012, p. 10) discuss various non-Indigenous and
settler/colonizer attempts to undo the harm of colonization as settler moves to innocence. These
moves are
strategies or positionings that attempt to relieve the settler of feelings of guilt or
responsibility without giving up land or power or privilege, without having to change
much at all. In fact, settler scholars may gain professional kudos or a boost in their
reputations for being so sensitive or self-aware.
When I first read the quote above it made me cringe with embarrassment because my implication
is obvious. Based on my analysis I do not think that settler moves to innocence are as conscious
and calculative as Tuck & Yang insinuate, but I nonetheless argue that Danish postcolonial
research fits well into that category.
Besides the feelings of shame and guilt, I have also experienced apathy throughout this
p oce . When I old Anna of m e pe ience of b ning m finge

hen con ac ing he In k

activist about a collaborative research idea, she said:
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Anna: That is also my immediate though . Don . Yo [Dane ] ho ld j
Sometimes it does more damage [not staying away].

a a a .

Sofie: Yeah?
I had an urge to ask: but then what do you want us to do? What I did not realize in the moment
was that Anna had never asked me to do anything. We were having this conversation and I was
writing this thesis because I had a need: to alleviate my guilt.
For a long while after the conversation, I felt paralyzed and apathetic: I am complicit and
I should take responsibility for my complicity, but still stay away. I could not figure out how to
an cend me e pa i e empa h , and I go he en e ha

ndoing colonial ha m eemed like

an inherently impossible task for the individual Dane. I have discussed the feeling of apathy with
friends and fellow-students engaged in postcolonial and decolonial theory and work as well. One
example is that I discussed with Danish friends whether or not they should take a job in
Greenland. On the one hand, they did not want to be yet another Dane going to Greenland for a
couple of years to boost their career, but on the other hand the work power is needed, it could be
a great experience and at least they are reflective of these postcolonial issues and their own
privileges. Issues that were also problematized by Anna in our conversation:
Anna: The Danes go to Greenland and act as Danes and use their privileges as Danes,
even though they try to ignore it. They focus on [the idea] that it was solely their
competences that gave them access, like it is something inherent to them.
The conversations with my Danish friends always ended with no answers or solutions but a
feeling of helplessness and apathy. I do not suggest that those feelings should invoke sympathy,
but I nonetheless argue that they should be investigated further. Based on my analysis, my
feelings of apathy increase exponentially with my self-reflection and reflexivity. The more I
critically scrutinized my position, privileges and White fragility, the more helpless and apathetic
I felt. The feeling of apathy or internal conflicts are by no means idiosyncratic among nonIndigenous and/or White students engaging critically with topics such as colonialism and racism
(A eling, 2004). The ine i able di comfo of coming o e m

i h one o n complici , power

and privilege can however never be as hard as enduring the effects of those: colonialism, racism,
discrimination. The transformative potential of the reflexive approach is then located in learning
how to inhabit ambiguity and internal conflict and accepting that those feelings are a part of
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being self-aware and critical21. Beverly Daniel Tatum (1995, p. 465), author and scholar in the
psychology of racism, argues in relation to being a good ally that:
We all ha e a phe e of infl ence [ ] Fo
den , the task might be to identify what
their own sphere of influence is (however large or small) and to consider how it might be
used to interrupt the cycle of racism.
In this chapter 5.2, I have been analyzing how I circulate feelings of shame, guilt and apathy.
When I am being confronted with my colonial complicity, I feel shameful because I am not used
to being associated with coloniality as an individual. Coloniality is something that I have been
associating with Denmark. I consequently navigate my shame by focusing on my intentions
rather than my impact, which is also a common strategy used by Danish politicians to sustain
White innocence. Another strategy I use to navigate my shame is by mobilizing it into something
positive by drawing a line around me and other well-meaning Dane again o he
a a e Dane . A

a eg

le

c i icall

ha can be categorized as a settler move to innocence, because it

serves to alleviate my own shame and guilt, rather than changing the conditions that make me
feel shameful in the first place. I argue that these feelings, and the following strategies, play a
crucial role in colonial aphasia because the focus on redirecting shame or alleviating guilt keeps
us from understanding our colonial complicity. The feeling of apathy emerges when the
strategies to navigate the shame fail, and the acknowledgement of my own complicity sinks in. A
feeling that I could not navigate but had to learn how to inhabit. Apathy will be further discussed
in chapter 6.

5.3 We are culture bearers : Danish researcher positionality and reflexivity
In the following, I will analyze how I position myself as a researcher and a Dane in the
conversation with Anna, and how my employment of research reflexivity reveals a cognitive
distinction between me as a Dane and an individual respectively. A distinction which I argue
plays a crucial role in colonial aphasia. Finally, I analyze the role of my research approach, in
order to understand how researcher reflexivity can affect not only research in general, but the
relation between Danes and Greenlanders. This will be further discussed in chapter 6.
My excessive need to explain myself and legitimize my research agenda in front of Anna
resulted in me starting our conversation rather clumsily with a 5.30 minutes long monologue.
21

For investigation of such feelings, see Regan, P. (2010). Unsettling the Settler Within. Vancouver: UBS Press
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Rather than merely presenting myself and the study, I continued by going into details of the
thesis process as well as my personal indignation about the unequal relationship between
Denmark and Greenland. Consequently, I was taking up a lot of space. I was also revealing the
complexity of doing research within a postcolonial context, in which I am embedded myself, and
thus the complexities and limitations of Danish, postcolonial research in general. The following
quote is from the beginning of our conversation:
Sofie: I ha e hi feeling ha I don
an o make ano he he i foc ing on he O he ,
on my premise. [...] I spent quite some time trying to figure out what could be relevant,
and I spoke to a handful of Greenlanders about what could be interesting. [...] I think that
it is quite typical that one as a Dane has some kind of good idea about how things should
be in order to change things, but then one has not asked the people that it concerns. [...]
And besides this I will use autoethnography, in which I use myself as a part of the thesis
and um, beca e I canno
ip off m Dani h iden i .
It is clear how I seek to position myself by, in an almost infantile way, distancing myself from
Danish researchers and thesis students whose research does focus on the Other and/or who does
assume their research idea to be relevant despite not consulting the implicated people. Here, I
efe bo h o he n me o

Dani h e ea che

ho a e peciali

o e pe

on G eenlandic

topics (are there any Greenlandic experts on Danish culture?) as well as hit-and-run research
approaches which are research about rather than with Greenland(ers). My reason for distancing
myself from that is obviously rooted in my familiarity with Indigenous research ethics as
mentioned in the methodology chapter. When I however disclaim that I eventually and
undeniably am Danish, and thus experience the world from that point of view, it is due to my
focus on reflexivity. It however also has a more personally instrumental dimension: to position
m elf a an all and no like he o he

in front of Anna by mobilizing the feelings of shame.

In Thi ed (2018) affec - heo e ical anal i of El e Lidegaa d memoi

hi i e ac l

ha

Lidegaard does as well. Lidegaard characterizes herself as progressive and not like the other
Danes who believe they are better than the Greenlanders. According to Thisted, Lidegaard
thereby situates herself outside or above the colonial context (Thisted, 2018, pp. 81 82).
Ho e e , Lidegaa d doe ackno ledge coloniali m a

a poi on on he blood ha

ill

influences both Danes and Greenlanders (Thisted, 2018, p. 82). It therefore seems that there is a
comple i

a o ha and ho con i

e

he po colonial in he Dani h-Greenlandic

relationship between individuals. Based on my own experiences, I suggest that Lidegaard
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distinguishes, perhaps unconsciously, between the colonial on a national level and on an
individual level. She thinks of herself as an individual as outside the colonial contexts because
she does not consider herself as having a colonial mindset. She does however recognize the
(post)colonial relationship between Denmark and Greenland, as nations, and its current
implica ion . Th , Lidegaa d and I d a a ci cle a o nd

a

ell-meaning indi id al

(Ahmed, 2004, p. 109) against Denmark, the nation, as a (post)colonial power.
The distinction between being an individual and a Dane respectively, I unconsciously
made myself several times during the conversation. This became visible to me particularly
h o gh Anna follo ing ema k in regard to my thesis topic:
Anna: It is like having the in e e in decoloni ing one mind e f om he in ide. A he
colonizer, right. Or as a representative of the colonizer. Do you know what I mean?
[smiling]
Anna appreciates how I put myself in the position of the representative of the colonizer. She
obvio l

efe

o he decolonial dimen ion of m

he i , b

ep e en a i e of he coloni e i

nevertheless a category that she herself introduces into the conversation and not me. In my initial
email in

i

o he I men ioned he coloni e b

ne e directly situated myself in that

ca ego , and in hi poin of he con e a ion, I had no

ed he o d coloni e ei he . F om

Anna

i hin a po colonial enco n e i

mile i i e iden ha

ing he o d coloni e

sensitive. Nevertheless, despite my attempts to be reflexive about my positionality I had not yet
considered myself as a representative of the colonizer. I was surely aware of the postcolonial
attributes attached to my identity as a Dane. Hence, I had no problem comprehending the
postcolonial on a national level. Until then I had however not linked the postcolonial to me as an
individual, so when Anna perceived me, as an individual, as a representative of the colonizer, it
was new to me. However, I am both directly and indirectly implicated in the continuation of the
coloniality of power which characterizes the Danish-Greenlandic relationship, through
possessing certain privileges and power positions which perpetuate racist and discriminative
structures. Even though Lidegaard and I distance o
o

el e f om o he Dane , be i bo geoi

hi -and-run researchers'', we are still benefiting from colonial privileges. One example of

how the colonial is directly linked to me as an individual is that all my conversations with Inuit
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were in Danish22. To ei e a e, bo h Lidegaa d and my perceptions of the (post)colonial seem to
end at a national level; we acknowledge that we are postcolonial subjects because the colonial is
tied to our nationality. Coloniality is perceived as the practice of others, not us. What we seem to
miss, and which manifests as colonial aphasia, is that the colonial is also tied to our individuality
in the present as privileges and power.
The difficulty of linking the postcolonial to my individuality was evident more times
during the conversation. Returning to the feelings of protectiveness in chapter 5.1, I felt safe
because I saw myself as an individual as opposed to the Danish man, who I perceived as a Dane.
Moreover, in chapter 5.2. I showed how both Hussain (2018) and I felt frustrated by being
positioned a

he Dane , hich e in ha pecific con e

a ocia e i h coloniali . E iden l ,

we consider our personal presence in the postcolonial context (Hussain vis-à-vis Aqqaluk, I visà-vis Anna) to be neutral: we are there as individuals. However, oppositely and quite ironically,
we insist that Aqqaluk and Anna are Greenlanders. In fact, the encounter itself is essentially
premised on their nationality: Hussain calls Aqqaluk, because he is Greenlandic as well as I
speak to Anna, because she is Greenlandic. This again reveals the difficulty with perceiving the
postcolonial as something attached to the individual, and not only the national. In this specific
ca e i al o ill mina e he Whi e p i ilege of con ide ing one elf a an indi id al, b being

o

a ea e i h one en i onmen ha i i ha d o di ing i h he e one bod end and he o ld
begin . (Ahmed, 2007, p. 158).
A he end of Anna and m con e a ion, I e ci edl add e ed ha he con e a ion
had developed into something else than I had anticipated. She replied that she had actually
forgotten the initial topic, and when I mentioned her artistic work piece again, she answered:
B I al o hink ha I had o m ch foc on .beca e I i he e and look a o , igh ,
and when I do, I know where you are located. And again, who does one talk to the
context..[...] It is constantly in the back of my head that this is about decolonization of
you [the Danes], right? So I try to get behind your brain all the time.
Anna mentions the decolonization of Danes because I wrote to her in my first email that my
he i

o ld in e iga e a kind of [men al] decolonization p oce

of he Dane

23.

This agenda

22

For research discussing power relations and language use in Greenland, see Kleemann-Andersen, C. (2020).
Plastic Flowers and Tongue-less Greenlanders - Feelings in the Language Debate in 2009-2019. Ilisimatusarfik University of Greenland
23
A phrase and topic which I abandoned after the conversation
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makes Anna ac acco dingl b ac i el

ing o ge behind m b ain and he i he efo e

highly aware of testing the researcher-researched positions and power balances. Anna almost
takes responsibility for the conversation by focusing on ways that she can challenge me in order
to ignite a sort of mental decolonization process in me. Moreover, she is deeply conscious of the
postcolonial and geopolitical contexts we are situated in and articulates the importance of
location and positionality. As Tonselli et. al argue (2008, p. 350), even though I bring the
research agenda, she has the power to define me just as I define her. This reciprocity is not
necessarily equal, but it emphasizes the agency of research subjects - and participants.
Having used reflexivity actively as a research approach has been formative for both the
research itself as well as for me personally. One example of how it also influenced the
conversation, is evident in the following exchange which begins with me reflecting back on our
conversation:
Sofie: I really think that what just happened in our conversation
a lot of things are
happening i h me igh no [men all , h o gh he con e a ion], and i all a pa of a
process.
Anna: But I also have to tell you that, for example, this approach that you have
that is
no m gene a ion app oach. I ha e ne e me an one ho had he app oach ha o
have.
Sofie: What is that approach?
Anna: That is, how can I say it, on giving me the premise to be allowed to take up space
[...] Yo don t come to me as a White and ask as a White, or, you do, but you are aware
of it. [...] And the curious thing is that in this context you are also honest and situate
o elf a he ep e en a i e of he coloni e de cendan [...] And I hink ha hi is
what actually characterizes your generation and the younger ones. Another approach.
That you are aware of this Black-White culture... Black Lives Matter you verbalize it
and ha e concep abo i . I ha en een i befo e. I hink he e i a ne endency on the
way, which means that I can be a lot more open. We can both be humans in front of each
other, but we know that we are also culture bearers. And not only that, but our ethnicity
carries historicities and affiliations and complexities, and I think it is becoming easier to
walk into these discussions, especially with younger people students, academics.

The fac ha Anna find i c io

ha I am open and hone abo

no being able o el de m

Danishness and the (post)colonial positionality attached to that, supports my own experience that
Danish academics are not often addressing their positionality in their own postcolonial research,
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and if doing so, it is merely a short disclaimer in the final product rather than an integral part of
the research. Another aspect is that being openly reflexive creates a space where Anna, as she
says, can be more open. As Thisted (2018, p. 84) argues, it is essential to consider the affective
economies omnipresent in the Danish-Greenlandic relationship in order to understand its present
economic, social, political and cultural questions. If the Dane is always the one analyzing the
feelings of the Greenlander while being unreflective and non-reflexive about her own feelings,
the question is if research fails to see important remedies, solutions or aspects of DanishGreenlandic postcolonial questions and issues.
In con in a ion of he abo e, he impac of efle i i
can bo h be h man
poin

b

al o ackno ledge ha

o he di inc ion be

ea e c l

al o c ea e a pace he e [ ]e
e bea e

. I a g e ha Anna

een indi id al ( h man ) and na ional ( c l

e bea e

)a

discussed in chapter 5.3: the inability to link the colonial and postcolonial to oneself as an
individual rather than only as a national, and the Danish tendency to believe that in DanishGreenlandic contexts one can merely be an individual, a neutral subject, distinguished from
one na ionali . B fo e ing openne , he efle i e app oach c ea ed an en i onmen in he
conversation for both Anna and I to discuss sensitive topics. I am deeply grateful that Anna was
willing to not only enter this dialogue with me, but to moreover share her stories and even
actively challenge me and my perceptions. For me specifically, I felt that I was allowed to make
mistakes, which I evidently did several times. Embracing vulnerability and emotions can disrupt
social taboos, encourage dialogue and create individual transformations. I walked out of the
conversation overwhelmed with a myriad of complex feelings and encouraged to investigate
them.
Besides the transformational character of the dialogue, it is moreover important to note
the instrumental character, because the dialogue ultimately took place as a part of a thesis
research. I was the one asking something of Anna, and I was the one leaving the dialogue with a
concrete outcome: the data, and eventually a thesis diploma. This is not to suggest that my thesis
a e ploi a i e o o nde mine Anna agenc b

o emind m elf abo

he ine i ably

instrumental character of research despite well-meaning purposes. Afterall, reciprocity is one of
the key aspects in Indigenous methodologies. For Anna, it however made sense to participate due
to the transformational and decolonial potential of investigating the feelings of a Dane, in order
to further understanding the phenomena of colonial aphasia.
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In this chapter 5.3, I have shown how I fail to understand how coloniality is not only
attached to my nationality but also to me as an individual. I argue that this distinction can also be
seen in how Lidegaard and Hussain perceive coloniality. Coloniality is perceived as the practice
of others, and as something that we are ourselves detached from. What we seem to miss, and
which manifests as colonial aphasia, is that the colonial is also tied to our individuality in the
present as privileges and power. The reflexive approach however contributed to creating a
transformative space where Anna also felt that she could be open and safe, because the
conversation was premised on the acknowledgement that I as a researcher is not void of colonial
complicity.
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6 Discussion
The onl

a

o find a la ge

i ion i o be ome he e in pa ic la . (Ha a a , 1988, p. 590)

In the following, I will be discussing my results from the analysis as well as the role of
reflexivity within research concerning Denmark and Greenland. In the analysis I have
investigated how I circulate protectiveness and entitlement in the conversation with Anna, and
how shame, guilt and apathy emerge in me when confronted with my colonial complicity. These
are feelings that my Danish friends and fellow-students are also recognizing in themselves, but
that we have nonetheless never discussed before I wrote this thesis. Danish students and
researchers of postcolonial studies investigate the Danish-Greenlandic relationship in discourses,
representations and practices across all spheres; in media, culture, society and in politics. Our
individual ways of perpetuating the structures of coloniality that we are criticizing are however
rarely addressed. I argue that this is connected to our tendency to distinguish between the
na ional ( c l

e bea e ) and he indi id al ( h man ), a

ho n in he anal i in chapter 5.3.

We situate coloniality outside of ourselves, either as manifested through the struggles of the
Other or as structures in the society. Never within ourselves. I therefore find it important and
necessary to discuss the ambiguous role of Danish researchers as accomplices, allies or
something in between, as well as how increased researcher reflexivity inspired by Indigenous
methodologies can increase epistemological pluralism. What happens if we turn our research
interest towards ourselves; not towards the Danes as a group, but towards us, as individuals?
Hans Jakob Helms, Danish former politician and author born in Greenland, explains in an
interview with Thisted (2011) how he as a part of idealistic, socialistic university students 24
travelled from Denmark to Greenland in he 1960 ie :
o ld a and ho impe iali

e e e so upset about how unjust the

e, he Whi e, e e. In G eenland e co ld do ome hing good!

(Thi ed, 2011, p. 3). The familia i

of Helm

oei

iking: a e ho e no e actly the

feelings that us Danish thesis students have today, when embarking on our research venture on
the Danish-G eenlandic po colonial ela ion hip? Since e b no a e pe fec l a a e ha
Ma e

ool

ill ne e di man le he Ma e

he

ho e (Lorde, 1984, p.2), this raises the

24

The g o p of Dani h ideali ic academic a called kajak-RUC e . RUC i an abb e ia ion of Ro kilde
Uni e i , and RUC e e a e den f om RUC. The e m kajak-RUC e i a pin on he l
kajak- ocke
used by Danes against marginalised Greenlandic people in Denmark (Thisted, 2011, p. 3).
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question of where the aim of undoing colonial harm ends and settler moves to innocence begins.
This leads me to the question I have asked myself throughout this thesis process: how can us
Danish students undo colonial harm without reproducing the harm we criticize? When I in the
end of o

con e a ion e i i ed Anna

ha he j

a emen ha Dane

hink[ ] one ho ld be e pon i e. I

ho ld j

a a a , he aid

no mo e diffic l han ha .

To me, Anna had articulated something very profound in the simplest manner, and by
doing so pointing to an important aspect in the Danish-Greenlandic relationship: Danes are
always expressing opinions, discussing, analyzing, researching and reasoning about Greenland.
If not in an overbearing way, then in a paternalizing or well-meaning one. That which Anna
argued was something near to the simplest thing in the world, was however puzzling to me:
Responsive how? Responsive when? Responsive to what degree? What about action? As a White
Dane, I am not used to just listening without being ready the second after to call out colonial
structures or acknowledging my privileges in order to alleviate my White guilt. In chapter 2, I
described how I during my courses in Indigenous studie had had le on in li ening g ided
b , among o he , Me e (2008, p. 221) ho eminded me ha i i no abo
o e heo ; i

he he ho e idea affec ho

o ac . In m p e io

ho

ell o can

die in po colonial

theory, I often got the feeling that we had to dismantle all Western systems and realize our
complicity and privilege, period. I did not experience the same guidance in doing so or learning
how to inhibit the un-ease and ambiguity that followed. I was able to quote and employ BIPOC
heo , c i ici e nj

and opp e i e

c

e and call o

Denma k colonial complici

and

racist tendencies. But it stayed as theory and as something not inherent to me but to Denmark, or
o o he

le

c i icall a a e indi id al .

From my own and fellow-

den

e pe ience , Dani h

den

chooled in po colonial

theory are not oblivious to asymmetrical power relations as well as their positionality in research
and be ond. In line i h Me e

(2006) hinking, I ho e e

gge

ha

e ought to start a

discussion on how we turn that theory into practice. I have aimed to do so by employing
autoethnographic reflexivity throughout the entire thesis process. Being reflexive is daring to ask
oneself uncomfortable questions about privilege, power, interest and relevance and then act
accordingly. The action is what distinguishes reflexivity from reflection. In my analysis I saw
how the reflexive approach, inspired by Indigenous methodologies, had a direct impact on me, as
a researcher and individual.
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Because I realized that I am directly linked to coloniality and thus complicit in colonial
structures, it placed a responsibility on me as an individual to act in resistance. Previously, I had
perceived coloniality as something purely structural which I could criticize but ultimately not
change myself. Understanding that I, as an individual, circulate feelings of protectiveness and
entitlement that ultimately perpetuate coloniality, made me realize that I, as an individual, is also
the only one who can end that circulation. Similar revelations emerged in my Danish friends
when we discussed my thesis.
In this sense, a reflexive and introspective approach might also have a decolonial
potential by alleviating epistemic injustice and consequently cultivating epistemological
pluralism. When us Danish thesis students and researchers are analyzing and reasoning about
Greenland or Greenlanders (Thisted 2018), I suggest that we ultimately reproduce coloniality. As
Mignolo argues (2000), coloniality is expressed by the vocabulary of modernity. And as such,
Danes position themselves as the rational, neutral researcher-self that analyses and reasons about
the feelings of the emotional Greenlander, and as the ones that propose solutions and remedies to
Greenlandic issues in the name of development, progression and growth.
Investigating the feelings of ourselves, as individuals, not only has the potential to
alleviate epistemic justice, as described above. It also has the potential to further epistemological
pluralism by emphasizing the scientific importance of the particular. In this thesis,
autoethnography has not only served as an asterisk but as both a main source and methodology.
Rather than considering it a navel-gazing, I consider it as a sincere attempt to take my colonial
complicity seriously. This leads me to what Anna said when we were ending our conversation:
It is also important that we have the ability to believe that we can be human. And have a
humanistic approach. But you know, the minute I turn this off [the Zoom meeting] then I
will be Anna the Greenlander again. Because that is my reality. Especially when there is
so much at stake up here, I cannot just be a human. It is not enough. We are culture
bearers. I live in a certain geography where there is something at stake. And I cannot just
act like I am an amoeba who merely exists.
I find Anna

o d inc edibl bea if l and p ofo nd, b

al o n e ling. In the quote, she

again mentions our positionality as the human and the cultural bearer respectively. Although she
emphasizes the importance of meeting each other as humans, she describes how she can only
briefly afford to leave her position as culture bearer, as Anna the Greenlander. This is ultimately
because of the power of coloniality and the geopolitics of knowledge (Quijano 2007; Mignolo
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2000), against which Anna has to act in resistance. Differently, I can after the conversation
choose to never engage in the Danish-Greenlandic question again, because the power of
coloniality is constructed to protect and benefit me as a White Dane. That fact incarnates the
very foundation of the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. Being reflexive does not by and of itself
resolve the 300-year-old unequal relationship between Denmark and Greenland, but it has a
transformative potential to remind and teach us that we as individuals are complicit of coloniality
and ought to work actively against it.
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7 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis has been two-fold. First, to investigate which feelings I as a Dane circulate
vis-à-vis Greenlandic subjects in conversations about the Danish-Greenlandic relationship, and
how these feelings are constitutive of colonial aphasia. Second, by using analytic
autoethnography to enhance researcher reflexivity, I will relate the results to a larger debate on
Danish research on Greenlandic contexts.
I used analytic autoethnography to analyze my sources consisting of namely a
conversation with Anna, a Kalaaleq Inuk, and autoethnography in the shape of written and
unwritten reflections throughout the thesis process. Grounding the analysis theoretically in affect
theory allowed me to investigate my circulation and negotiation of protectiveness, entitlement,
shame and apathy vis-à-vis the Greenlandic subject. Feelings that I based on my analysis argue
are all constitutive of colonial aphasia.
Colonial aphasia creates an inability to link present postcolonial issues with colonialism
within the Danish society, which consequently muffles or obscures any attempt that Greenlandic
people make to address these issues.
In my analysis, I show that I circulate feelings of protectiveness and entitlement vis-à-vis
Anna and Greenland in general. These feelings are not arbitrary but have been circulated by
Danish bodies the past 300 years as coloniality of power. Thus, feelings of protectiveness and
entitlement towards Greenland are so ingrained in the Dane, and in the Danish selfunderstanding, that we do not recognize them as coloniality. These feelings are intensified in
geopolitical contexts, where protectiveness and entitlement are legitimized in the name of
de elopmen and g o

h. Thi i in line i h Mignolo (2007) a g men ha he logic of

modernity (development, growth) cannot be detached from the logic of coloniality (inequality,
oppression). Consequently, I suggest that feelings of protectiveness and entitlement are
constitutive of colonial aphasia.
The awareness and acknowledgement of the Danish colonial complicity, historically and
today, brings forth feelings of shame, guilt and eventually apathy. When confronted with
coloniality, I tend to focus on my well-meaning intentions rather than on the actual impact in
order to maintain my White innocence. A strategy which is also evident on a societal level
hene e he

e ion of Denma k colonial pa i di c

ed i hin Denma k. Another
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strategy, in line i h Ahmed (2004) hinking, i o mobilize the shame and transform it into
nation/group-building by d a ing a ci cle a o nd he

ell-meaning indi id al

ho

acknowledge coloniality, and those who do not. I argue that the feelings of shame and guilt, as
well as the strategies of alleviation, are constitutive of colonial aphasia because the focus on
redirecting shame or alleviating guilt keeps us from understanding our colonial complicity.
Based on my analysis I can moreover conclude that I, as well as other Danes, have a
tendency to perceive coloniality as something distinct from ourselves as individuals. Rather, we
situate coloniality outside of ourselves, either as existing through the struggles of the Other or as
structures in the society. What we do not realize, and which manifests as colonial aphasia, is that
the colonial is also tied to our individuality in the form of privileges and power. This is a
realization we need to make if we are to realize how we, as individuals, can work against our
colonial aphasia.
This last argument is relevant to a discussion about researcher reflexivity and
positionality within Danish research in postcolonial or decolonial contexts. As Thisted (2018)
argues, Danes are most often, in the Danish-Greenlandic setup, the ones analyzing and
reasoning, whereas the Greenlanders are feeling and experiencing. In the vast majority of the
Danish research, I have read either about Greenlandic contexts, or about Danish contexts related
to Greenland, reflexivity on researcher positionality is non-existent or minimal. In the name of
development, scientific knowledge production or critical scrutinization of postcolonial,
asymmetrical power relations, us Danish students and researchers are oblivious to the fact that
we are benefiting from and perpetuating the very structures that we are criticizing. I argue, in line
with Indigenous scholars, that our double role as knowledge producers and accomplices is
perpetuating coloniality and epistemic injustice.
I therefore argue that using reflexivity and introspection to investigate the particular is
not only apt in understanding Danish colonial aphasia, and how to possibly alleviate it, but also
in starting a discussion about epistemic injustice within Danish academia. I do not write this to
undermine other Danish students or researchers or to claim that I hold the truth to the
complexities of ethical research or the Danish-Greenlandic relationship. My reason for using
autoethnography in this thesis is partly to decipher my own puzzles with these exact questions,
and to put that on display. Hopefully, it can inspire other Danish students to be more reflexive
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about their positionality as well as to dare to ask oneself the uncomfortable questions about
privilege, power, interest and relevance.
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